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Scholar/athlete wins ASCE Award
xl_ lU n r\/\nn'o T
a r> H
has ibeen on 1both
the Dean's List and
the Honor's List. He is a member of
ASCE and finds the time to tutor in
chemistry and mathematics. On top of
all these activities, he is a part of the
Charger Soccer Team.
Davies began dabbling in soccer as a
goalie in a Sierra Leonean primary
school. He later discovered his talent
as a defender (full back), a position he
still plays on the UAH Soccer Team.
Davies, one of many scholar/
athletes on the soccer team, credits his
own hard work as well as Dr. Ostap
Stromecky, the soccer coach, for many
of his academic achievements.
"It's nice to have a coach who is not
only concerned about performance on
the field, but also our education," said
Davies.
Considering his successes, both
academic and extracurricular, at
UAH, it is not surprising that the
ASCE chapter chose to bestow this
honor on Davies, who admits he had a
great deal of competition.
But, as Dr. R. Scholberg, one of

.

Franklyn Davies
photo by Cindy Rodriguez

by Cindy Ri driguez
editor
October 8, 1987, was a day to
remember for UAH senior Franklyn
Davies. This was the day the 24-yearold Civil Engineering major was
awarded the prestigious American
Society of Civil Engineers Award
(ASCE). Along with a plaque, Davies
received a $250 check.
A native of Freetown, Sierra Leone
(located in Western Africa), Davies
first came to the U.S. in search of a
higher education. He attended A&M
University for a year before
transferring to UAH.
"I attended A&M for one school year
during which I was the only Sierra
Leonean in the school. At the same
time (1984) there were three Sierra
Leoneans attending UAH.
So I
decided to join them, hoping that I d
feel more at home than I was
throughout my first year in America,"
explained Davies.
Not a stranger to hardwork, Davies
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Davies'
engineering
professors,,
commented, "He's one of our finest
civil engineering students. . . .We are
very proud of him."
Basically a shy person, except on the
soccer field, Davies is proud of his
African background.
"Sierra Leone means Lion
Mountain. There are no lions in the
country but the shape of the mountain
looks like a lion," said Davies. "It was
named by a Portuguese sailor who said
he heard lion roars coming from the
mountain."
"According to folk stories," he
continued, "the noises the sailor heard
were that of thunder."
As graduation rolls around, Davies
is planning to complete his graduate
and doctorial studies in the U.S. before
he returns to "sweet Africa."
"I hope that Sierra Leoneans or
Africans who attended UAH will start
an alumni association which will bring
us together to remember some of the
good old days, as we all refer to them,"
he commented.

WLRH to begin broadcasting from campus
by Ed Dravecky III
news reporter
Public radio station WLRH-FM will
begin broadcasting from the UAH
campus at the beginning of next year.
Station manager George Dickerson
said that the station plans to move into
its new, 3000 square-foot facility on
South Loop Road upon its completion
in late December, and will begin full
operations at UAH by the first of
February. WLRH is currently located
in the old Times Building downtown.
Director of Physical Plant Dave
Brown stated that the construction is
proceeding on schedule and that he
forsees completion of the building on
the projected date of December 21.
Dickerson said that the major reason
for leaving the old Times building was
one of money.
"Originally we were given this space
rent-free by the Madison County
Commission when the commission
owned this building. In 1984, the
building was sold by the county to
Randy Schrimsher who is a downtown

_
developer. Therefore, it became a
privately-owned building which made
it neccessary for us to pay rent to stay
here," Dickerson explained.
WLRH is currently paying
approximately $2000 per month plus
utilities for 4000 square feet of floor
space in the 51-year-old downtown
building. In their arrangement with
the University of Alabama System, the
station will pay a total of just over
$1700 per month for the use of the
brand new, on-campus facility. This
"use payment" includes utilities,
building maintenance, security,
custodial service, and parking
facilities.
.
Alabama A&M made the initial
proposal for relocating WLRH to a
college campus, Dickerson revealed,
but the A&M campus was found to be
unsuitable for the neccessary satellite
receiving facilities. "We had so much
radio frequency
interference out at
A&M," said Dickerson, "that our dish
would not work out there. So we had
some special tests run out at UAH and
found that it would work there.£

Cafeteria draws complaints
by James E. Spain
intern reporter
In its attemDt to draw more students,
faculty and staff into the cafeteria, the
Marriott Corporation's management
has been a disappointment to some
UAH students and employees.
Although no one has offered specific
details, there have been complaints
about higher prices and claims that the
quality of food and service have
deteriorated.
On Monday, October 5, at the SGA
Legislative Session, Noor Hassan, the
Marriott Cafeteria manager, answered
several questions about the changes
she has made. When asked why some
items, such as cupcakes, had been
taken out, Hassan replied that she had

been told junk food did not sell well.
As for higher prices, Hassan said she
had received several complaints and
was bargaining with her superiors to
lower prices. Hassan did, however, tell
the legislators that Marriott is here to
make a profit, although some students
believe that the cafeteria already takes
enough of their money. Hassan also
stated that while UAH had been losing
money on food and equipment,
Marriott will be able to get supplies free
or at reduced rates.
Hassan told The Exponent that she
had previously stated that she would
be happy to talk to anyone with
complaints and that the students and
staff should come to her with any
problems.

l WLRH
urr dh has no academic
oi-oHcmir
Although
ties to the university, there is
university involvement in the public
radio station. Dr. Royce Boyer of the
music department hosts " Moments
Musicaux," a Sunday morning
program of classical music. In
addition, Dr. Dan Hays of the
psychology department hosts two
shows, "Music Now!" on Saturday
afternoons and "Community Scholar"
on Sunday evenings.
Dickerson indicated that there is
also a need for student help with the
station. "I would like to have student
involvement," he commented,

"especially student intern
interns and
"esDeciallv
student volunteers." Any student
interested in working with WLRH
should contact Wayne Blackwell at the
station (539-9405) during regular
business hours.
Established in 1976, WLRH-FM is
a listener-supported public radio
station operating in stereo at 89.3 FM
with 100,000 watts of broadcasting
power. A member of both the American
and National Public Radio Networks,
WLRH provides music, news, and
entertainment programming to North
Alabama and south-central Tennes
see.

New core curriculum at
Core curriculum to change?
by Morgan Andriulli
features editor
A new core curriculum is a very
distinct possibility in the future of
UAH. The new core curriculum will,
hopefully, provide a "common college
experience" to all students, regardless
of the individual major, according to
Dr. Johanna Shields, chairman of the
Core Curriculum Task Force.
The Task Force, a committee
consisting of representatives of all
facets of UAH academics, has been
discussing the major aspects of a core
curriculum since April. They will be
issuing a preliminary report to Dr.
Allan Spitz, Vice-President for
Academic Affairs, in November,
according to Dr. Shields.
The whole idea of a core curriculum
is to bring a level of coherence to

college education that has dissipated
since the sixties, according to Dr.
Shields. Emphasis is to be place on
interdisciplinary learning in order to
give Btudents greater exposure and
understanding of disciplines outside
their own.
"We hope to increase the number of
classes that are absolutely common to
all students. This does not mean that
all students will have to take the same
math class, for example. What we do
hope is to introduce more upper-level
interdisciplinary courses such as an
STS-type (science, technology and
society) class," says Dr. Shields.
One goal of a new core curriculum
would be to increase the overall
management-communication skills for
students in fields such as business.
(continued on page 8)
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by Cindy Rodriguez
editor
Dr. Zabi Razaee, a UAH accounting
professor, received the surprise of his
life October 5 as he was cuffed and
stuffed into an Alabama patrol car.
The charges? According to the
arresting officer, Razaee was guilty of
the following felonies: impersonating a
college professor, holding excessive
titles (CPA, CM A, CIA, and Ph.D.),
and forcing students to join the
National Association of Accountants
(NAA).
Actually, the arrest was a gag
conjured up by the UAH Accounting
Department with the help of former
student Sylvia Michelini (Director of
the NAA's Community Responsibility
Program).
With the help of Dr. Grover Porter,
Dr. Robert Elmore (NAA's Adminis
trative and Financial Vice President)
and others, Michelini arranged to have
Razaee arrested for the Celebrity Court
Fund Raising Activity.
Why Razaee? Micheline explained

that he was the perfect target because
he "is very active in the NAA and very
supportive of all the programs of the
organization. He is currently the
Education Vice President of the group
and actively participates in all
activities.
"This year he is donating accounting
books to the Huntsville public library,
supervising an audit for the Junior
Achievement, and providing
assistance to small businesses through
the Small Business Developmental
Center," continued Michelini.
After being arrested Razaee was
taken to The Mall where he was
adorned in prison clothing and thrown
into jail. Once inside, Razaee was
handed a telephone and a phone book
so that he could call his friends and
associates to ask them for pledges to
the March of Dimes.
Razaee not only took pledges in lieu
of bail, but he also took this
opportunity to seek revenge. He
achieved his revenge by having both
Elmore and his wife arrested.

Dr. Zabi Rezaee is "arrested" by this officer as a fundraising effort for
the March of Dimes.
(photo by Cindy Rodriguez)

Call your mummy

You remember. She was
always there when you were
frightened. And if you got hurt,
she was standing by with ban
dages. Wouldn't it feel good
to talk to your mother again
right now?
Calling over AT&T Long
Distance Service probably
costs less than you think, too.
And if you have any questions
about AT&T' rates or service,
a customer service repre
sentative is always standing
by to ta1 k to you.Just call
1 800 222 0300.
Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find out
what she's wrapped up in.

bbolt and CosteKo Meet
uaMammy
' <9SSl)mv«fsalC«y W
tudtos <nc Licensed by
larchanastng Corfl
:
I America, tnc.
• >98'' AT&T

AT&T

The right choice.
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Applications available for internships
by Cindy Ligon
political reporter
Interested students are notified that
the Department of Political Science at
UAH has the necessary information
and applications to apply for several
State Department Internship
Programs in Washington, D.C.
The Department of State sponsors
various internships under which
qualified students have the
opportunity to work and gain
knowledge of American foreign
Affairs. These internships are not
"created" positions. The interns are

urged to apply.
These positions are open to currently
enrolled students who have: (1)
completed 60 semester hours by the
time the internship begins; (2) are a
U.S. citizen; (3) have completed some
academic studies relevant to the type of
work to be done; and (4) are able to pass
a thorough background investigation.
Students with a "B" or better
scholastic average will be given
preference for these positions.
There are two types of student intern
programs at the State Department:
paid summer interns who serve

utilized and are assigned professional
duties including conducting research,
preparing reports, drafting corre
spondence replies, computer work, and
analyzing and assisting in cases
related to both domestic and
international law.
These internship programs are not
limited to political science majors.
Interested students pursuing degrees
in economics, management informa
tion systems, math, finance, business,
languages, history, or any other area of
study that would be relevant to work
done at the Department of State are

between May and September, and
work-study interns who serve one
semester during the academic year. Up
to 6 hours of internship credit can be
earned in both of these positions.
Interested students should contact
Dr. John MacDougall in the Political
Science Department for both
information and material concerning
this program. The deadline for receipt
of applications for summer paid and
work-study internships is November 1,
1987.

ROTC program steps recruiting efforts on campus
by Melissa Thornton
Captain Dwight Harris, the ROTC
for The Exponent
enrollment advisor for both
The Reserve Officer Training Corps, universities. "However, They have not
(ROTC) program is available to another campus," he explained.
students at the University of Alabama "The program is very popular at
in Huntsville and Alabama A&M at UAH, as well," Harris said. "Right
University. Long praised for its now I have at least three UAH students
training in the areas of discipline, optional programs, such as survival
leadership, managerial skills and training and the Rangers program, all
physical fitness, the ROTC program are benefits available to ROTC cadets.
recently stepped up its efforts to recruit "The program is very popular at
students at UAH.
Alabama A&M. and I think it can be
"UAH students have always been at UAH, as well," Harris said." Right
eligible to participate in the program now I have three UAH students in the
through enrollment in military science program, and they are top notch," he
courses at Alabama A & M,£ said added.

The UAH cadets actually take their third day," Harris said.
The lab
military science courses on their own includes survival skills such as
campus. "I teach classes at UAH two repelling, land navigation, first aid
days a week with an optional lab on the
(continued on page 11)

State intern program
accepting applications
by Cindy Ligon
political reporter
The Alabama Law Institute has
announced its Capital Intern Program
for 1988.
This program was
established to train student interns in
state government by observation and
participation in the legislative and
executive branch processes of state
government.
Three interns will be selected. They
will work with either the governor, the
lieutenant governor, or the speaker of
the House of Representatives. The
program will coincide with the
Alabama legislature regular session
which begins Feb. 9, 1988, and
continues until May 16, 1988.
iiibtiiio
ictuv c $2100 1UI
Interns "in
will receive
for their

UAH leads experimental team
on commercial rocket flight
by Rick Mould
for The Exponent
The first
commercially sponsored
suborbital rocket flight launched from
the Eastern Test Range tentatively is
set for October 28 and will carry a
payload of four experiments.
E'Prime Aerospace Corp., Titusville,
Fla., will launch the nine-foot tall
sounding rocket from the Cape
Canaveral Air Force Station. The
company is negotiating a range use
agreement with the Air Force to launch
its LOFT-1 -Launch Operations Flight
Test. The rocket will carry the
experiments aloft for several seconds
of microgravity then recover the
payloads and booster.
The University of Alabama in
Huntsville is overseeing the
integration of the four experiments,
according to payload integration
manager Wayne McCain. McCain is a
doctoral candidate at UAH.
McCain said UAH also is supplying

one of the experiments - a data
collection and telemetry system with
radio beacons, a power supply
subsystem, location and recovery aids
and flotation devices. Dr. Jack Walker,
UAH associate professor of industrial
and systems engineering, is overseeing
the experiment.
A second experiment by Utah State
University will study the effects of
acceleration and low gravity on
advanced aerospace structure material
samples including particulate
dispersion in thin-film polymeric
structures. The third experiment is a
flight environment monitoring system
by Weber State University and QSI
Corp., Logan, Utah.
Brookwood High School in
Snellville, Ga., will fly a biology
experiment to test the effects of altitude
radiation on food crops suitable for
space-based consumption.
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8:00 pm
University Center, Room 132
Conducted by Anne Bell, B.A., R.N., C.A.C.
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I. CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY/ALCOHOLISM
^
Including signs and symptoms of addiction. Areas ^
covered
nhw<%iral mental,
mental omntinnal
^
covered include
include physical,
emotional, financial,
|
sexual and spiritual. Who is at risk? Brief overview of f
major addictions - alcohol, drugs, gambling, work, sex ^

_

I

ALCOHOLISM
Is it a psychiatric disorder or a disease? Physical p
affects of alcohol/drugs on the body. Relapse and P
Recovery.

.
.
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Lingerie For Both Fun and Function
November

i

Famous Designer * with any purchase and with ,
coupon * expires 10/31/87

"Capture the Magic...
Keep the Fantasy alive.
Indulge Yourself!"

2007 Seminole Drive
536-6086
Monday-Wednesday 10 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Thursday-Saturday 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Open Sunday 1 p.m. - 6 p.m.

.

Alcohol Information Seminars

CltampxK^ter h/uUeA,

Free Gift Wrapping
Free Lay-Away
Gift Certificates

.

Thekeys to responsible decisions

GRAND OPENING SALE

FREEPANTY

1

participation. This program is not
limited to political science majors.
Preference is given to students who
have demonstrated academic
excellence and who have shown an
interest in governmental affairs.
Applicants must be a resident of
Alabama and have junior-level or
higher standing at a college or
university.
Up to six hours of internship credit
can be earned in this program.
Interested students should contact Dr.
Williams in the political science
department at UAH. The deadline for
receipt of applications is Oct. 23,1987.,
so if you are interested, please see Dr.
Williams as soon as possible for an
ai/ym/auun.
application.

!
i

Major Credit Cards Accepted * Sale ends 10-31-87
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November 10

4. "THE BIG BOOK"
Why it is called this, overview of The Big Book how P
it applies today although it was written in 1939.

November 17

5. ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
How being raised in either addictive or
dysfunctional family affects today's living issues in
areas of relationships, jobs, and self-concept.

November 24

OM"I

3. TWELVE STEPS OF RECOVERY
How, who, and when was founded.
twelve steps and discuss each.

K

DRINKING AS A SYMPTOM OF UNDERLYING p
PROBLEMS
~
|s there such a thing as an "Addictive|
Personality"? Resources available where do we go p
from here.
6.

for further information contact
Student Development Services at 895-6203

!
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editorials and letters
"The pen is mightier than the sword

Rodriguez feels skin color, religion, culture are no basis for superior attitude
So I've finally struck a nerve and provoked someone into writing a
letter to the editor. According to my job description, I am supposed to
"encourage UAH student involvement through letters to the editor
and guest editorials." I guess I'll have to write something really
controversial and radical to awaken all the dormant souls at UAH.
What shall I tackle? How about abortion? No, I don't think that's
such a great idea; someone might burn down The Exponent office.
What about racism? O.K., we'll try this topic. Being part Puerto Rican
and part German, I should have plenty to say about this topic. Yes,
you have a mongrel running your newspaper.
I am glad that I haven't had to put up with too much racism. Of
course I've been called a "dirty spic" before, but I was too young to
understand what the connotation meant; too young to know the
difference between the colors of peoples' skin. I still don't understand
the difference between the colors of peoples' skin. Beyond a possible

cultural difference, I still don't understand. Green white purple,
black, brown, or yellow, the only glory I've found in skin is that some
people (myself included) don't have to work as hard to get a tan when
spring and summer roll around. In fact, I have the advantage of a
y<Most of the time I forget that racism and prejudice still exist. Things
such as the civil rights movement seem to be only words from a history
book. And yet I know it was and is much more.
How a person can consider himself superior based only on skin color,
religion, and culture is beyond me. Remember the old adage looks can
be deceiving"? Since I have to keep this editorial short, I am going to
get right to the point. Any time you start feeling superior, take a good
look around. Think of how many people died for this country. Do you
think Death even blinked at the color of their skin.

Non-smoking section in cafeteria now non-existent
Dear Exponent Editor:
I am hoping that one of your readers can
explain a situation that has puzzled me.
On a ballot of the last SGA election, there was
a question regarding the elimination of
smoking from the cafeteria. Although I don't
recall the exact results, the student body voted
over 8 to 1 in favor of being able to eat and study
in an atmosphere free of smoke. Before my
classes ended summer session, the word was
circulating that the entire cafeteria would be
non-smoking by fall.
We are nearly at the midpoint of Fall quarter.

k
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by Stephen A. Awoniyi
Last night I swept my hand under
somebody's pillow and... pulled out a coin. A
fairy had beaten me to it and snatch away that
tooth I coveted so much! But that's alright. Oh I
have found the strangest things before, tucked
away under pillows. Somebody had laid a
cudgel underneath their pillow; for self defense,
they had said. Another pillow softly cradled a
Bible, which, believe it or not, offered the
owner some sense of security, they said;
though some others just nad it placed
conveniently for reading.
I have also revealed, cached under the pillow
on a king-size bed, a rifle, but it was rather long
for it stretched extending all the way across to
the pillow on the other side of the bed. It was
rather thoughtfully aligned too such that the
muzzle rested under the 'other person's' pillow;
a typical 'rather-you' gesture. Once I stuck my
poor hand under a lovely pink-flowered pillow,
and retracted five unhappy fingers straining at
a web of gooey, nicely-chewed gum. That time I
was relieved that it was not my nose I had put
underneath that pillow, because I've got a
moustache, you see.
.
1 have tound tear stains too, under many
pillows. They were the vestige of long, neverending lonely nights seeded with bitter
emotions. Their outlines traced the only lonely
road to security known to some people; and
marked out for others disappointments and
failures they had been required to shed to give
way to fresh confidence. Every one of those tear
stains told a story but, oh imperfect man that I
am, I am not bestowed with the saintly serenity
that can 'read' those extraordinary tales.
But I have unveiled too, tucked deep awav
under pillows, idle talk. Lots of idle talk. A
fermenting evil that has anchored its tentacles

Not only is the cafeteria not free of noxious
fumes but the pitifully small "no smoking" area
is gone as well.
It is obvious that the University management
cares little for the opinions or health of the
student body. Hopefully the new cafeteria
management is more concerned with profit.
Non-smokers don't have to eat where their
rights are not respected.

Sincerely,
Kathy Zentner

World Food Day
is day of reflection,
IHA appeals
by Robert J. Coll

The only real "experts"on hunger
are hungry people, and their hunger is
caused by poverty. On World Food
Day, October 16, 1987, the agencies of
the Interfaith Hunger Appeal (IHA)
ask you to reflecton this statement and
support activities that enable people to
lift themselves from theconditions thst
deny them access to food.
The problem of hunger cannot be
(continued on page 5)

silence as the judge's gavel struck an eerie tone
and he read out the words-"condemned to die."
But they can also save lives, words - they
choose to do so. Some years ago, in a country of
the Middle East a sad situation occured that
repercused throughout the countries of the
world. A young man and a young woman, a
princess, had 'committed a sin', and it had been
discovered. The young man was summarily put
to death. As for the young princess, well she
would die too, but (royalty is strong) her life
might just be spared if she spoke the right words
- to deny what nad hapened between the young
man and her. She was asked the question three
Pillow talk
times, in a moving bid to save her life. Three
times she denied to say those words and this
brave young lady perished. To my heart she was
a heroine, one of highest esteem. I am almost
in the many soft folds of many pillows. As I tempted here to add a decent word for all those
lifted clear pillow after pillow I stood stupefied people who march before an altar and pledge
at this unbelievable unfolding. Such color, such "till death do us part" without weighing the
deft strokes; such sharp ana acid recreations implications.
Oh words can cause to lay to waste. Picture
ranged alongside subtle undertowing tones.
this.
After countless years of research and
Surely an art of remarkable richness. ''The
closets certainly are full," I said to myself as I development the big weapon lay waiting. It has
capacity to establish a long-desired victory
considered a rather large one standing near the the
in
the
war, but it cannot be used until the
head of a bed. By this vibrant culture around me
commander
gives the word. Finally he does,
I was overwhelmed and subdued. So I sat
and
the
work
is accomplished.
down and strained to decode: I unscrambled
People who are smart are running away from
and I anagrammatized. And all those idle
words told me a story, revealing to me, under a words, but the simple-minded are running to
new light, just how powerful (and devastating) embrace them. Surely you must know that,
technically, people refrain from 'words to
words can be.
(Try not to assimilate the facts here by the redeem themselves from complicated
issues, as it were, to eliminate any additions of situations; they can stand clean by making a
subjective color; rather dwell on the symbolic choice not to listen to facts (words) about a
situation that could implicate them, a position
parallels they offer.)
They said, "Words are beautiful. They are that has often been assumed by many. Yes,
always beautiful, even when used 'wastinglv , clever people are running away from words; but
and even so then, because, after all, it is the fools dance where angels fear t9 tread.
beautiful things that lure us." The revelations Communication by the use of words is one ol
continued as Questions flooded my mind and those capabilities that affirm our superiority to
overflowed. What can words do? Oh, words animals; but the manner of use could reopen
, 9
can fling and flail (particularly when the that position to question.
There were more upturned pillows around me
tongue does the same). These kinds of words
here can paint a picture, and they have got a now than I would bear to cope with, and not a
flair for the grotesque. Words used in this dearth of idle words. They were screaming in
manner here can perform feats, yes, strip you my ears, tearing at my eyes. My ears rang witn
voices and rumours. I had seen to9 much,
naked with your clothes on.
n
How powerful can we get, they scorned: Did learned too much and my head was reeling now.
not the story say that God accomplished the The piercing ring of the telephone out in the
11
task of creating the world by the words of his corridor snapped me out of my nightmare, if®
for
the
receiver,
and
the
voice
of
my
editor
mouth? Do you recall that a man was slammed
into a prison cell when a woman uttered that he (excuse me, Cindy) chimed in cheerily, "We were
had raped her, even if she had lied at the time? just wondering, Stephen, if you might like to
That's what these words said they have the write a gossip column..." But by the time she a
capacity to do. Well, can they kill? Can we now! started the next word I was already ten
See, the courtroom was smothered in hushed thousand miles out of reach...

.
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Co-op program: not just an adventure, it's a job!
by G. Jeskie
news reporter
It may come as a surprise to some
just how valuable the UAH co-op
(cooperative education) program is to
both the student and the Huntsville
community's economy.
For instance, during the twelve
month period from summer term 1986
to spring 1987, UAH students collect
ively earned $2.4 million.
According to George Turnmeyer
(Major General, retired), who has
headed UAH's co-op program since
1979, this translates into an economic
impact on Huntsville's economy of a
whopping $7.5 million.
UAH has the second largest co-op
program in the state by the number of
students placed, and is the largest in
the UAH system, according to

Bernadette Mayer, associate director Knoxville to Muscle Shoals there are
of the program.
jobs. If relocation of the student is
Even at second largest, Turmmeyer r e q u i r e d , t h e e m p l o y e r p a y s
points out, UAH usually wins half the substantially more than the typical
co-op jobs offered by the nearly 50 local Huntsville employer." "The D.C. area
employers active each year in the is another example, and the co-op has
program.
many contacts with government
Competition is keen for jobs, Mayer agencies and with the Fortune 500
stresses, since other universities companies offering co-op positions
besides UAH are placing co-op outside of Huntsville," Mayer said.
students in the Huntsville area. Some Most co-op students are undergrad
employers have co-op students from up uates, but there are a small number of
to twenty schools in their employ.
graduate co-ops available.
Not all jobs in the area are hi-tech,
A co-op student's schedule can be
Mayer said. "The majority are in worked out for one term of work and
computer science, engineering, one term of school, or six months of
nursing and business areas, with work and six months of school. "It's
limited opportunities for co-op negotiable," Mayer said. "Most
undergraduate students with other students start co-oping when thev arc
majors," she said. "And not only local sophomores or juniors, and in
jobs are offered to co-op students," she competition for job openings better
added; "In the Tennessee Valley from grades usually equate to better job

opportunities."
A typical co-op student averages
over $1,000 a month while co-oping,
Turnmeyer said.
To be eligible for the co-op program a
student must have a minimum grade
point average of 2.5 on a 4.0 scale, and
must have completed at least 16 hours
of college coursework.
In 1987, UAH's highest achievement
co-op student, James Bullington, was
also designated the co-op student of the
year for the state of Alabama.
Co-op means job experience related
to^our major, a leg-up to permanent
employment at graduation, and a way
to meet most of your college expenses.
For more information on UAH's co
op program, contact Donna Clem,
coordinator of the program in Room
212 of the University Center, or call
895-6741.

Artificial intelligence conference slated for November
by Karen Mack
for The Exponent
Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a key
component in planning for flight and
ground systems beyond the 1990s, and
will be the focus of the 3rd Annual AI

Conference, sponsored by the Marshall
Space Flight Center (MSFC), the
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), and UAH.
The conference will be held at the
Huntsville Marriott. An opening

reception will be given at the Alabama
Space and Rocket Center on Sunday,
November 1 from 7-9 p.m. A wide range
of concurrent sessions will be given at
beginning at 10:30 a.m., Monday,
November 2 and at 8 a.m., Tuesday,

IHA strives to make people aware of problems of hunger
(continued from page 4)
solved by giving away food, although
that may also be necessary in times of
emergency. Rather, hunger will
diminish only when those in need have
the purchasing power and the
opportunities to grow or buy their own
food--in other workds to become selfreliant. Self-reliance in turn, can be
achieved only through a process of
development in which people work
together to remove the barriers-some
of them institutional-that prevent the
poor from improving their lives.
To foster self-reliance, the agencies
of IHA, Catholic Relief Services,
Church World Service, Lutheran W orld
Relief, and The American Jewish Joint
Distribution Committee, work in
partnership with overseas colleagues
to provide agricultural training,
expand credit opportunities, promote
income-generating activities and
enhance decision-making skills of poor
people. Removing barriers to
development and helping to create
opportunities allows for the
remarkable resoucefulness, wisdom
and skills of capable people to flourish.
Sharing experiences and conclusions,
the agencies of IHA respond to specific
needs by acknowledging and building
on the talents and customs of their
partners in the developing world.
You may be thinking," But what can
I do? I am only one person. "You can

do more than you think by (1)
understanding the problems and
causes of hunger and actively
involving yourself in the development
of public policies that address these
injustices, (2) organizing or joining
campus groups that inform and

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both repre
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

Creative Hair Designs
Perms - $35.00
Hair Cut - $ 8.00
^ Style included (if you shampoo*

Special available on Tue., Wed., & Thur.
10:00 - 5:00 later times by appointment
Ask for Karolynn to receive special
837-8772

4001 HOLMES AV. N.W.

motivate others to a better
understanding of global hunger and (3)
upon graduation, involving your
corporation, community, and religious
organizations in efforts that will make
the lives of some 500 million people
more humane.

November 3. UAH President Dr. John
C. Wright and J.R. Thompson of
NASA and MSFC will give welcoming
comments at a Keynote Session
Monday from 8-10 a.m.A reception will
be held in the vendor display area from
5-7 p.m. on Monday.
The objective of the conference is to
provide an opportunity for groups and
individuals who employ artificial
intelligence methods in space
applications identify common goals,
compare the effectiveness of various
approaches being employed, and
discuss issues of general interest.
To register, call (205)895-6010.

HUNTSVILLE, ALABAMA

S.H.E. CENTER
* family p l a n n i n g * c o u n s e l i n g
* p a p s m e a r s * pelvic/breast e x a m s
* s e x u a l l y t r a n s m i t t e d di se a se t e s t i n g ( S T D ' s )
* e d u c a t i o n * public s p e a k e r s

WOMEN'S COMMUNITY HEALTH
CENTER
* pregnancy testing * option counseling
1st trimester abortions
* reproductive health care services/referrals
* All s e r v i c e s confidential

Office hrs: 8am-5pm (Mon-Sat)
Phone info until 8pm
——131 Longwood Dr. Huntsville
533-9228
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Classifieds
HEALTH INFO.

FOR SALE

HOUSING
For rent: Garage efficiency apartment
in southeast. Very reasonable rent for
quiet, non-smoker student. Call
881-3062 after 5:00.

Living Room Suites. Sofa Sleepers, New
$195.00 and up. Dining room furniture
starting at $161 % and up. Used office
desks $65 00. Call 539-6399.

For quiei students
2 oversized bedrooms with oversized
bath. Private entrance, swimming pool
for summer.
Need references.
$200/month plus deposit.
Leave
message on recorder 852-3377.
Location: Wall Triana - Hwy 63; 12
minutes from Maston Lake Rd.

PREGNANT
NEED HELP?
Call Pregnancy Hotline
533-3526

Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
243.

Women's Community Health Center
S.H.E. Center
Pregnancy testing, family planning,
abortions, women's health care &
counsel no All services confidential. 131
Longv mii Drive. 533-9228.
Office Hours: 8-5, Mon-Sat.
Phone Information until 8 p.m.

LOST

Happy
Birthday
Pooky

CLASSIFIEDS — $3.00 for 30 words
or less. A $1.00 for each additional 10
words.

14. Entitle
17. Aloft
19. Consumed
20. Emotion
21. Part
of a
flower
23. Angry
25. Enclosure
26. Wine
receptacle
28. A Turk
29. Public
notices
31. Knights
32. Ankles
(anat.)
33. Chinese
prefecture
36. Dropped
37. Hoarfrost
39. Beverage
41. Former
New Guinea
base
42. Earth
(dial.)
43. Period
of time
45. Normal
adverbial
suffix

33. Welladapted
34. Bitter vetch
35. Part of
"to be"
36. Frenzy
38. Network
40. Looked
pleased
44. Short piece
attached to
a fishline
46. Beetle
47. Country
(S. Eur.)
48. Poor
DOWN
1. Title of the
founder of
Bab ism
2. Hail!
3. Title of
respect
4. Little island
5. Louder
6. Warrant
officer
(abbr.)

7. God of love
8. Loiter
9. Kind of
litter
10. Regards

DOWN
1 Buzzard, e.g.
2 Splits

6
8

7

To- - k j j

21 |

•
•
•

lit

7

8

9

10

'

11

•
_
_•
_•
•
,
_•
_•
•
•1
15

"

16

19

21

20

•18

17

22

33

24

26

•

•

8 — facto
(retroactive)
13 Get up
15 Garden
implements
19 "The A Team"
star
21 Book by Mrs.
John Dean

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. M/F.
Summer & Career opportunities (will
'rain). Excellent pay plus world travel.
Hawaii Bahamas, Caribbean, etc.
C',M NOW 206-736-0775 Ext. Clll.

Airlines now Hiring.
Reservationists, stewardesses
and ground crew positions
available. Call 1-619-565-1630
for details. 24 hours.

"

21

29

50

"

34

32

33

35

37

*

33

39

41

|
.

44

*

47

.tiring Today! Top Pay! Work at Home.
No experience needed. W-Cottage
Industries. 1407 1/2 Jenk-ns. Norman,
Oklahoma 73069

43

42

MagicMaze
PLAY: (by Vic Martin) Read the list ot words Look at the puzzle. You'll find these words
in all directions — honzontally. vertically, diagonally, backwards Draw a circle around

HINT: Winter heater (2 words, 3 letters & 4 letters)

mmmmmm

3 Finish
a fast
4 Highlander
5 Preposition
6 Mileage
indicator
7 Smoke detec
tors, et al.

i
11

3

the big words first. When letters of all listed words are circled, you'll have the given
number of letters left over. They'll spell out the answer.

One-Minute
Crossword

20

2

each letter of a word found in the puzzle, then strike it off the list. Circling it will show a
letter has been used but will eave it visible should it also form part of another word. Find

puzzle solutions
on page 19

ACROSS
1 Magician's
cry
7 718 is one
9 Slowly, to
a violinist
10 Yokemate
11 Use an
abacus
12 Drive
down
14 Impetuous
16 Car collec
tor's find
17 Rushmore,
e.g.: abbr.
18 Drops
20 Massachu
setts town
22 List

I

No experience necessary but pay
compatable with proven modeling
ability. Call 539-5553 after 6 pm.

\ Few spare Hours? Receive/ forward
mail from home! Uncle Sam works hardyou pocket hundreds honestly! Details,
send self-addressed stamped envelope.
BEDUYA, Box 17145. Tucson, AZ
85731.

King Crossword
ACROSS
1. Container
for water
6. People
of Wales
11. Dispatch
boat
12. Harangue
13. Capital of
Germany
15. Monster
16. Biblical
character
(poss.)
18. Editor
(abbr.)
19. Viper
22. Mischievous
person
23. It is
(contr.)
24. American
Indian tent
26. Portion
of a
curved
line
27. Come in
28. City (Neb.)
30. Shade of
brown
31. Said
32. Sesame

Help Wanted
All positions. All hours, part
time or full time.
Male or
Female. Please come by Texican
Taco Co., at 2313 Wnitesburg
Drive between 2-5 p.m.

Female Models Needed

PERSONALS

LOST: Large silver bangle bracelet.
Reward Offered. (Sentimental value).
Please call 883-6123.

HELP WANTED
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A—Asparagus; B—Bean, Borscht; C—Consomme, Corn;
G—Garlic, Gazpacho; L—Leek, Lentil; N—Napoli, Noodle;
O—Onion, Oxtail; P—Pasta Fagioli, Pea, Pepperpot,
Pistou, Potato, Pumpkin; S—Snapper, Spinach, Stracciatella; T—Tamari, Tomato; V—Vegetable, Vichysoisse;
W—Wonton

HOMEWORKERS WANTED! TOP
PAY! C.I. 121 24th Ave., N.W., suite
222, Norman, OK 73069.

Travel Promoters Wanted
EARN HIGH COMMISSIONS plus
FREE TRIPS! FANTASTIC BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR RESUME!
Meet people and gain recognition on
your campus as an Entertainment Tours
Spring Break Trip Campus Represent
ative. Call toll free 1-800-525-1638 and
ask for Entertainment Tours.

Big Reward
for the return of:
1 Man's 10k Gold
Class Ring
1 Man's stainless steel
officer ring
LOST - in the first floor
men's room of the library.
IF FOUND - Please
contact the University
Center Information Desk
at 895-6009 or call
(205) 247-1066 or 247-5370.
The rings have sentimental
attachments.

For signs of life, check the pulse...

pulse:
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campus events
and announcements

Space organization SEDS to hold firs t meeting of Fall quarter
The UAH chapter of the Students for
the Exploration and Development of
Space (SEDS) will hold its first
meeting of the Fall Quarter in the
University Center's Formal Dining
Room Thursday, October 15 at 8:15
p.m.
SEDS, the largest student-run space
organization in the world, provides a
forum for students interested in
pursuing careers in the space industry.
UAH SEDS was formed last

February and has enjoyed a successful
first year. Nation-wide responsibilities
of SEDS are now split between MIT
and UAH, with UAH holding three
national SEDS executivg board
positions.
Students from all disciplines are
invited to participate in the planning
of future SEDS activities Thursday
night. Come join the excitement! For
more information call Brian Barnettat
830-1109.

The UAH chapter of SEDS will be cosponsoring a model rocket contest with
the Huntsville Area Rocketry
Association (HARA) on November 7,
1987. This contest will culminate the
other activities planned for the UAH
Space Awareness Week, Nov. 2-7.
There will be four divisions in the
contest: UAH Clubs, Youth/Novice,
Open Duration, and Open Scale Model.
SEDS will be offering a $100 award
to the winner of the UAH Clubs

category, which will be judged on
Predicted Duration and School/Club
Spirit.
Model Rockets can be purchased at
either R.C. Hobbies, 3303 Meridiam
Street, or Wilson's Hobby Shop, 117
Governors Drive. Plaques will also be
given out to the winner of each event.
For more information about
partiipation in this event, contact Bill
Carswell, 882-0446 or Raymond
Cronise, 539-4955

Landscapes, figure studies of Roy Simmons to be exhibited
by Bonita McCay
for The Exponent

The Huntsville Museum of Art is
Dleased to Dresent the seventh in its
"Encounters" series of exhibitions of
outstanding local and regional art.
This exhibition will present
landscapes and figure studies, which
together evoke the quiet sensitivity
and acute vision of Roy Simmons.
"Encounters Seven: Roy Simmons" is
now on view at the Museum and
continues through November 22.
Simmons concentrates on the

Southern landscape—one that
presents special challenges but which
also promotes "a sense of mystical,
kind of fairy tale feeling" in his
photographs.
Roy Simmons, 39, is a Huntsville
native and is quite wellknown to local
photographers, most of whom have
taken his classes at the University of
Alabama in Huntsville over the last
fifteen years. He was born in
Tuscaloosa, and graduated from UAH
in 1971. Simmons has traveled in
Europe and lived in the Panama Canal

Zone.
Admission to the Huntsville
Museum of Art is free. The Museum is
located at Clinton and Monroe Streets
at the north end of the V on Braun Civic
Center. Museum hours are Tuesday,
10 am to 9 pm; Wednesday through
Friday, 10 am to 5 pm; Saturday, 9 am
to 5 pm; Sunday, 1 pm to 5 pm; closed
Monday. Guided tours for groups of 8
or more may be arranged with two
weeks advance notice by calling 5354350.

Search for 1988 Miss Alabama getting underway
The search for the 1988 Miss
Alabama USA is now underway.
Applications are now being accepted
from all over the state of Alabama for
the Miss Alabama USA Pageant, to be
held at the Sheraton Hotel in
Huntsville on November 21,1987. The
Miss Alabama USA Pageant is the

official state preliminary to the Miss
USA—Universe pageants which will
be nationally televised, live on CBS in
February. There is no "talent"
competition.
All judging is on the basis of poise,
personality, swimsuit, and formal
competition. Applicants must be 17

years of age and under 25 years of age,
as of February 1, 1988, never married,
and at least a six month resident of
Alabama. All girls interested in
competing for the title must apply to
Mrs. Billie McLarty, State Director,
P.O. Box 158948, Nashville, Tennessee
37251-8948, telephone (615) 665-1422.

John P. Englert family donates book collection
The University of Alabama in
Huntsville recently received a
collection of 580 books from the family
of the late John P. Englert of Grant,
Alabama.
The donation includes a wide range
of history, literature, religion and
current affairs materials, but centers
around an outstanding collection of

Exponent dates
of publication
October 21, 1987
October 28, 1987
November 4, 1987
November 11, 1987
November 18, 1987
November 25, 1987

popular science and science fiction
books, according to Dr. Delmus E.
Williams, director of the UAH library.
Williams said, "The Englert family's
contribution to the library is an
important addition to the holdings of

Club plans weekly Thursday meetings
for students over traditional age
Not quite getting the knack of
effective studying? If you are a

Student Over the Traditional
college Age of 25 years (as is nearly

1/3 of the UAH student body) you may
be interested in coming to the next
S.O.T.A. meeting on October 15. Dr.
Gary Biller, from the office of Student
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the UAH library as it attempts to
expand its scope to meet the research
needs of northeastern Alabama." He
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Englert family for their generous
contribution.
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Development will lead a workshop on
study skills at this time.
S.O.T.A. meets regularly each week
at the same time and place: Thursdays
at 12:15 p.m. in room 127 at the
University Center (bring your lunch).
S.O.T.A. is dedicated to trying to
help meet the unique needs and diverse
demands of the returning student with
support, help and encouragement. All
S.O.T.A.'8 are welcome to come.

WTAK now making
campus-related
announcements
by Lori Grimwood
for The Exponent
Attention All Clubs and Organiza
tions! Do you have an event you need
publicized?
WTAK Radio, in cooperation with
University Relations, gives UAH a
one-hour spot on £The Butch and Kris
Show£ every other Friday from 9 to 10
a.m. The spot features UAH campus
activities, the antics of Butch Menefee
and Kris Kelly and, or course, great
rock'n'roll.
Tune in to WTAK on October 16 for
the next UAH spot, and if your group,
club or organization has an upcoming
event, contact Lori Grimwood at 8956040 and she will include it in the
program. Information must be in on
the Wednesday before the Friday it
is due to air.

Alpha

Tau

Omega

by Steve Flack

The Alpha Tau Omega Fraternity is
pleased to announce the Fall Pledge
class. They are Danny Mitchell,
Thomas Pyburn, Carlos Rondon, Rick
Greene, Byron Headrick, Barrett
Appleton, David Fasano, Stephen
House, Mark Sproles, Glenn Taylor,
and Scott Jobe.
Recently, ATO worked the LIFE'S A
BEACH PARTY at the University
Center. ATO served food and drinks,
handed out leis, and helped in the set
up of this fun-filled event to kick-off
Fall quarter. Also, ATO's were active
in the competitions held at the party.
Tom Pyburn won the Outrageous Jams
competition. ATO won the Sandcastle
competition and gave the $50 prize
money to the Pre-School Learning
Center. ATO sponsored a class in a
horse show which raised money for
CHI-HO, a home for abused and
neglected children.
CONGRATULATIONS!!! ATO had
the highest grade point average for
Spring quarter, an average G.P.A. of
3.07, and the highest overall G.P.A. of
2.49. Keep it up!
Congratulations and Good Luck to
Sigma Chi Gamma for coming onto the
U.A.H. campus. We also wish Delta
Chi Good Luck in their reorganization.
Congratulations to Alumni brother
Brian Clemons and Active brother
Paul Page for receiving the 1987
Outstanding Young Men of America
award.

Sigma

Chi
Gamma

Sigma Chi Gamma would like to
extend an invitation to all Sigma Chi
initiates and pledges who have found
themselves at UAH.
Sigma Chi Gamma with the help of
the Huntsville Sigma Chi Alumni
chapter and others are working
towards the goal of establishing a
Sigma Chi chapter at UAH.
We encourage all Sigma Chi
transfers to come and meet with us any
Monday night between seven and
eight at the University Center.
This is a perfect opportunity to
extend your Sigma Chi experience by
helping us achieve our goal of a Sigma
Chi chapter at UAH.
For further information call Alan
Simmons at 883-0074 or Cecil Stokes at
881-2578
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Task Force disucsses new core curriculum
(continued from page 1)
nursing, science and engineering. This
would allow graduates to better coexist
in a world of people who did not have
the same college major.
The focus of the core curriculum is
not only interdisciplinary, but innerdisciplinary. "The more students learn
about the history and philosophy of
science, the greater their under
standing of the subject. It is verv hard
to get the philosophy of men like Des
Cartes and Bacon into the present

tight class schedule." says Dr. Larry
Smalley, the Physics department
representative on the Task Force. Dr
Smalley continues,"The core
curriculum should be something to
give focus to what this university is
about. This university came about
because of science and thechnology. If
we move in the wrong direction, we will
be left alone."
This point is echoed by Dr. Allan
Spitz, "The core curriculum should
lend a sense of special character to the

institution. It must not distort the
heritage of the institution... That is the
reason for the large committee, to give
a broad view from all aspects of
academics here."
Dr. Spitz pointed out the drawbacks
that must be surmounted before
implementation of a new core
curriculum. "There are many
legitimate debates about the emphasis
of the cote classes. Academic territory
must be taken into account, as well as,
management of the curriculum and

resources required," says Dr. Spitz.
The current plans of the Task Force
include implementation of the first
parts of the curriculum by the next
student catalogue, according to Dr.
Shields.
If any readers feel they have
opinions or concerns pertaining to the
core curriculum that need to be voiced,
feel free to drop them by the exponent
office in the University Center. Any
correspondence will be relayed to the
Task Force, which is always open to
input.

Montgomery gives graphic presentation

Prolonged war in Nicaragua destroys land, people
by Andy Horn
for The Exponent
On Sunday, October
4, the
Interfaith Peace Group brought
Bardwell Montgomery to Huntsville.
Speaking at the public library,
Montgomery gave a slide presentation
and told of his experiences during
eighteen months in Nicaragua and
Costa Rica as a member of the Witness
for Peace organization. Montgomery
spent most of his time in the heart of
Nicaragua where he said that despite
the distance from the Contras'
Honduran bases, there has been
considerable damage from the war.
Montgomery began the presentation
with a brief history of Nicaragua,
starting just before the Samoza
Dynasty took power in a military coup
in the 1930s.
During the slide show, pictures were
shown of the capital city of Managua
which has never recovered from a
major earthquake in 1972. Also shown
were pictures of a Catholic mass being
celebrated for 3000 people, billboard
ads for one of the least seven political
parties in Nicaragua, and farm houses
burned by the Contras.
During his presentation,
Montgomery depicted a land being
slowly destroyed by a prolonged war in
which the main losers are the common
people.
Montgomery mentioned kidnap
pings and summary executions by the
Contras of local leaders, health care
workers, teachers, and those helping
build schools or organize agricultural
cooperatives. In such "low intensity
warfare," said Montgomery, the main
objective is to destroy schools, medical
clinics, and other facilities which make
up the infrastructure of the society
being attacked.
According to Montgomery, the few
Nicaraguans who support the Contras
do not think that the rebels can win the

war, but are waiting for the U.S.
Marines to invade.
Discussing the life of the average
Nicaraguan, Montgomery said that
with the exception of frequent food
shortages, some improvements over
the Samoza dynasty have occurred
under the revolutionary government.
He cited drop in the infant mortality
rate from about 130 per 1000 down to
around 80 per 1000 babies born and
massive vaccination program as
examples of positive effects of the
revolution.
Pictures were shown of a center
where some of the war's crippled,
among them many civilians, live and
work. On cooperative farms recently
set up and in the twons, the typical
meal for many Nicaraguans consists
of tortillas, rice, and beans when
available.
Montgomery did not spare the
Sandinistas his criticism. He said that
his organization, Witness For Peace,
passes on reports of human rights
abuses by the Sandinistas to a church
group which intervenes on behalf of
the victims. Montgomery told of one
episode which depicted the war's
tragedy with a sadly ironic twist. On a
rural road where an army patrol had
recently been ambushed, a deaf
teenage boy had been harvesting
oranges with a machete. A patrol of
Sandinists soldiers saw the boy and,
suspecting him to be a Contra, shouted
to him to surrender. Deaf, frightened,
and unable to understand the soldiers,
them and was
the boy ran from
mortally wounded by gunfire. En route
to the funeral, the boy's parents were
killed by a Contra land mine.
In another episode, Montgomery
showed pictures of a rural farm
cooperative which had very recently
been overrun by Contra forces. During
a midnight raid, Contras shouting
"we are the sons of Reagan" killed
ma

ftlovies HELD OVER — FINAL WEEK)

"YOU'LL BE ON THE
EDGEOFYOURSEAT:
"ONE OF THE MOST
GRIPPING, GRABBING, I
CHILLING, ROMANTIC,
MOVIES IN YEARS...

filled with suspense, surprises,
secrets...it's sexy, it's scary,
it's some movie!"
—Gene Shalit, TODAY SHOW (NBC)

^830-6829

• Madison Square Mally

A terrifying
love story.

several men and boys in the co-op's
defense militia, and killed all the cattle
on the farm before burning the
dwellings. The rest of the inhabitants
were able to flee and hide until the
Contras left.
During the question and answer
period following the presentation,
Montgomery confirmed the presence of
Eastern Bloc equipment but said that
he knew of no outside military advisors
other than a few Cubans. Aid in the
form of food from communist countries
arrives inconsistently and does little to
supplement the diet of most
Nicaraguans.
When asked about the extent of
communism in Nicaragua.
Montgomery said the American people
have been misled by the Reagan
administration. One reason given for
this is that allegiance to either of the
superpowers is against Nicaragua's
foreign policy. Montgomery went on to
say that much of the Sandinistas'
opposition within Nicaragua comes
from the country's Communist Party
itself because the Sandinista
government is too moderate and is not
willing to become a satellite of the
Soviet Union or to disassociate its
economy from capitalism. With seven
parties running in the 1984 national
election, the Communist Party only
won about 16,000 votes cast. The
strong majority of the Nicaraguan
economy is privately owned.
On the subject of elections and the
lifting of press restrictions,
Montgomery pointed out that the last
national elections were in 1984. He also

said that municipal elections are
scheduled for 1988 with national
elections to come at the end of
President Ortega's six year term in
1990. Montgomery said that the
Catholic radio station, which had been
closed by the Sandinistas, was due to
resume broadcasting on Sunday,
October 4th.
Asked about the number of people
"under arms" in that country,
Montgomery refered to Nicaraguan
President Daniel Ortega's statement in
this month's Playboy magazine that
there are 300,000 automatic rifles
among a population of three million.
At least one in ten Nicaraguans carries
a gun. In a more detailed account citing.
U.S. Department of Defense figures,
the speaker listed 72,000 Nicaragans
in the regular armed forces and 120,000
reservists being kept trained in case of
a U.S. invasion. The remainder, said
Montgomery, are member of factory
and farm cooperative defense militias
or are people who work or travel in
dangerous areas. A person attending
the lecture compared this last point to
Israel's practice of arming its Kibbutz
workers.
One reason that so many
Nicaraguans are armed is that in
recent history the United States
military has invaded that country
every time an American President did
not approve of Nicaragua's
government. Like many Americans,
Nicaraguans must also consider a well
armed citizenry as a necessity for
keeping their independence.

State Veterans home
to be established
Governor Guy Hunt recently
announced he will make absolute $2.25
million in state appropriations to
establish a 150-bed State Veterans
home in Alexander City.
Hunt promised in June that if the
federal government appropriated 65
percent matching funds toward the
project, then the state would commit
the $2.25 million.
Frank Wilkes, director of the Depart
ment of Veterans' Affairs, informed
the governor of the federal
government's $4,958,545 commitment
on September 15, after Wilkes received
a letter from the director of the
Veterans Administration State Home
Grant program Edwin J. Olsen
confirming Alabama as the first of 47
state applications to obtain federal
funding.
"I believe today is the beginning of a
new day for Alabama veterans,"
Hunt said. "For much too long the
construction of a veterans home has
only been a dream, but no longer is that
true. We love freedom and in America
we are willing to fight for it on the
battlefields of war. Being able to
announce today the creation of this
veterans facility is indeed an honor
because not only is it long overdue, but
the Alabama veteran deserves this
facility.
"Statistics show there are 65,000
World War II veterans in Alabama,

and with that number will increase to
130,000 by 1993 due to the immigration
of veterans to the southern portion of
the United States," Hunt continued.
"There is a true need for such a facility
and I am pleased it will be available."
Wilkes agreed with the governor and
promised the nursing home would run
efficiently.
"The veterans of Alabama owe the
governor a great debt of gratitude,"
Wilkes commented, "and let me assure
all Alabamians that the State Board of
Veterans' Affairs will strive to provide
the most professional and compas
sionate long-term health care possible
to the deserving patients of this home.
It is my hope that one day Alabama
will have a network of veterans' homes
located throughout the state so
veterans will have an accessible
facility."
Wilkes said the board and all of
Alabama's veteransorganizations will
be initiating efforts in the near future
to seek outside donations and
contributions to raise approximately
$500,000 necessary for the start-up cost
of the Alexander City project.
Construction of Alabama's facility is
expected to begin in early 1988 and
completion is anticipated by July 1989,
at an estimated cost of $7.6 millionThe facility will employ almost 120
full-time employees with an annual
payroll of more than 1.2 million.
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Volunteers Needed

FOR ANNUAL UAH

FISHING RODEO
•••••••••OCTOBER !?•••••••••
5 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

A

Valid fishing license
equired
EVERYONE MUST REGISTER

Sponsored

The

by

*

Exponent
RULES "AND REGULAT IONS

1. MUST HAVE A VALID
FISHING LICENSE. If 16 years or
younger, no license is required.
2. An adult must accompany any
child under the age of 12 (twelve).
Maximum of 5 (five) children per
one adult.
3. Fishing shall be restricted to
UAH Faculty, Staff, and Students
and children of same. (One guest is
permitted.)
4. Each fisherman
may use only
one pole or rod & reel at one time. (1)
Shall also only use 1 (one) hook or
lure. (No line with multiple hooks
allowed.)
5. No Goldfish Minnows or
Minnows will be permitted as bait.

6. Each fisherman will be
responsbile for keeping their area
clean. Pick up litter when you leave.
7. Each fisherman must register at
the beginning of the day and must
weigh his fish when he retires for
the day.
8. All fishermen must be at least 5
(five) feet apart while fishing
around the lake.
9. No fish are to be left lying around
the bank of the lake.
10. No wading or swimming will be
allowed.
11. Only folding knives will be
permitted.

13. All fish caught must be removed
from the UAH campus. (NO
THROWING FISH BACK WILL
BE ALLOWED.)
14. ALL FISHERI lEN MUST BE
GONE BY 6:30 P.M. OR BE
SUBJECT TO VIOLATION.
15. NO SNAGGING! Fish caught
by snagging will not be eligible for
a prize.
16. Everyone must have a fishing
pass. Passes may be obtained October
17 Registration located on S. Loop
Rd. by lake.
17. NO ONE WILL BE ALLOWED
TO FISH BEFORE 5 A.M. OR
AFTER 6:30 P.M. ON OCTOBER 17

12. No one will be allowed to clean
their fish on the UAH campus.

PRIZES!!!

S S

2nd prize
judg
yw
gh't .
- ft 3rd ?? IZ ?,
$15 gift certificate from
$10 gift certificate from
The Fisherman's Choice 1st PRIZE
The Fisherman's Choice
$25 gift certificate from
The Fisherman's Choice
O N L Y R E G I S T E R E D F I S H E R M E N W I L L B E E L I G I B L E F O R P R I Z E S . Exponent employees and
Fishing Rodeo staffers are not eligible for prizes. WINNERS WILL BE ANNOUNCED AT 7:00 p.m., OCTOBER 17.
PRIZES WILL BE PRESENTED TO WINNERS ON OCTOBER 17.

CAL

VOLUNTEERS
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Alternatives offered by Christian organization
by Andrea Tillery
features reporter
Whether you're new to UAH or to
college life in general, you have a great
deal of change ahead of you. For a
college freshman (especially one
"fresh" from high school), college can
be a real challenge. For a commuter
student or someone who is taking night
classes, UAH can definitely seem like a

cold, businesslike place. Academically,
UAH has an outstanding reputation.
The vast majority of the students here
are seriously inclined with academic
and career goals.
Spiritual development, however, is
often allowed to fall by the proverbial
wayside — not only at UAH, but
everywhere in this "Type-A" society.
This can leave people feeling that their
lives are empty and incomplete, no

'High-tech pop rock'
Wopat coming to UAH
Award-winning, sensitive, entertain programmed to perform with his live
ing, and twisted are all adjectives that guitar and vocals.
No longer chained to conventional
apply to Dave Wopat, a performer who
defies conventional musical acoustic instrumentation, Wopat
breaks from the traditional mellow
categories.
"High-tech pop rock" probably approach of solo singers to strap on his
comes closest to describing Wopat's Fender Strat and produce an
unique blend of guitar and vocal extraordinary energy-fused brand of
virtuosity with a 1990s music rock.
The UAH community can catch
technology.
Utilizing a computercontrolled eight-track sequencer, Wopat's unique style when he appears
synthesizers and programmable Oct. 15 at 8 p.m. in the University
drums, Wopat can produce a live sound Center.
with up to nine separate instruments

YOU arc the key to making
responsible decisions

=—7

"FEELING GOOD"

matter how well they may be doing at
work or in class.
The Christian Student Organization
is aware of the need to"dig deeper" into
life, and its members re anxious to help
students who experience difficulties.
Composed of over 75 students from
diverse backgrounds, the organization
sponsors several informal Bible
studies and talks on- andoff-campus,
as well as various student-oriented

activities throughout each quarter.
"No pressure is a guarantee, as is the
promise that you will meet friendly
people who are looking for the same
thing you are: some meaning beyond
the day-to-day drudgery on the surface
of life at UAH. For more information
about the Christian Student
Organization, call 534-0382.

The Exponent staff would like to take this time to bid our
favorite campus cop farewell: Go get 'em J.R!
Officer Marion (J.R.) Bulluck will be leaving his job as a member
of UAH's campus police on October 15. Going on to bigger and
better things, Bulluck will now be a patrolman for the Madison
County Police Department.

AIDS hotline open
Back to school this year is
dramatically affected by a health
problem of epidemic proportions that
demands accurate information, not
hearsay or confusion.
One of the most authoritative
sources available is a toll-free national
hotline -1-800-433-AIDS -- manned by
volunteers at St. Clare's Hospital and
Health Center in New York City. St.
Clare's has been pioneering care and
counseling of AIDS patientssince 1985
when it opened New York state's first

and only officially designated AIDS
center, the Spellman Center for HIV
Related Diseases.
The hotline, which operates
weekdays from 9 a.m. to 8 p.m., and
Saturdays, to 4 p.m. (all times are
Eastern Standard or Daylight Time)
offers expert advice on everything
from drugs and AIDS to testing, and
from emotional support and symptoms
to sexual practices - all on an
anonymous basis.
Ignorance about AIDS can be fatal.

CALL NOW FOR FAST,
FRESH-BAKED PIZZA

Alcohol Awareness Day October 28, 1987
10:30 am - 3:30 pm FREE DRINKS
University Center Lobby
NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES SERVED
FEELING GOOD AGAIN
University Center, Exhibit Hall A
Physiological, Spiritual, and Psychological
Perspectives on Alcohol Recovery. A lunch and
panel presentation by "Project Dialogue".
$3.50, Reservations can be made by calling 536-9441,
deadline is Noon on October 26, 1987.
1:30 - 2:30 pm

2:30 - 3:00 pm

DRINKING SENSIBLY OR STUPIDLY
University Center, Exhibit Hall A
Your reflexes don't lie.
Come see how alcohol affects SGA President, Mike
Fairbanks and other campus personalities.
NAB CONTEST
University Center, Exhibit Hall A
Non-Alcoholic Beverage recipes submitted by UAH
students and/or student organizations' will be
judged.
$50.00 AWARDED for the best recipe. You must be
be present to win.

Sponsored by the University Counseling Advocacy
Network and Student Development Services (895-6203)

AVOID THE NOID
Locations:
536-4433
2701-C Patton Rd. SW

539-5000
401 Andrew Jackson Way NE

882-1080
11321 South Memorial Pkwy. SE

830-2662
4506 University Drive NW

859-9320 (V-TD)
2205 Mastin Lake Road NW

880-7330
505 Airport Road SE
NOID design in Claymation*
by Will Vinton Productions. Inc.
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DOMINO'S
PIZZA
DELIVERS

You're back hitting the books agains.
So let us remind you that there's no
better food for thought than
Domino's Pizza®. We'll erase your
munchies with hot, delicious quality
pizza delivered in less than 30
minutes. Nobody can do better than
that!
Get back into the swing of school
with a pizza from Domino's Pizza®.

2

Order four 12 oz.
cans of Coca-Cola
Classic® with your
pizza and receive
two cans FREE!
Limited delivery
area.
No coupon
necessary.
Expires 12/31/88
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Q: Who is your favorite teacher and WHY?

Jenny Grace
Sophomore
Optics
A:
"Mr. Martine, who
teaches philosophy. I like
the way he handles his
discussions because he does

features reporter

Hiawather Brown
Graduate Student
Criminal Justice

Sandi Hollman
Freshman
Industrial Engineering

A:
"John MacDougall,
because he's real enthur
siastic about people, and he
tells you exactly what he
feels. He's also supportive.
I think he's not just a
teacher, he's a friend."

A: "I have to say Dr.
Munson in English because
I really enjoy his class. He's
interested in yo • views
and opinions. H s pretty
understanding, but at the
same time he expects a lot."

a lot of question-andanswer-type teaching, he
doesn't just lecture
(although his lectures are
interesting). He's also very
understanding because I'm
on the volleyball team and
I'm late for class a lot
because of practice."

John Conover
Senior
Electrical Engineering
A:
"John MacDougall,
because he made class
interesting and kind of
fun."

Army ROTC program now offered at UAH
(continued from page 3)
and drown proofing. All three UAH
cadets volunteered for the extra class
day to participate in the lab.
College students can enroll in either
a two or four year ROTC program. The
freshman and sophomore years
consist of instruction in military
history and knowledge and drill and
ceremony. During these first two
years, there is no obligation of service

L_

to the Army. Those who go on to
complete the four year program
contract for either the Army Reserve or
a regular Army commission at the
rank of Second Lieutenant.
" If a student did not participate in
ROTC their first two years at college,
they can join the advance program
with the completion of a six week basic
camp, "Harris said. This camp is paid

for by theArmy and astipend of $650 is
included. "Should a student complete
the camp and decide not to contract
with the Army, there is absolutely no
obligation," he explained.
Two and three year academic
scholarships are available to students
with a grade point average of at least
2.5 on a 4.0 scale. The scholarship
covers tuition, lab fees and books and

includes a $100 per month personal
expense allowance. Interested college
students should apply by January 1.
High school students are eligible for
four year scholarships, and should
apply by December of their senior year.
For more information on the ROTC
programs available at UAH, contact
Capt. Dwight Harris at 859-2650 or 8590390.

SATURDAYS AT 10550
COORDINATOR

SB *7

I
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Obsessive love can cause Fatal Attraction
by Andrea Tillery
know I ended that sentence with »
features reporter
preposition.)
I had heard Fatal Attraction
At least I didn't end the sentence
described as "one woman's storv of with a proposition, a favorite habit of
obsessive love." I had also heard it the adulterous and out-of-shape
described as "gripping," "chilling," character brought to hideous life by
and by almost as many other harmful- actress Glenn Close.
It seems that poor Alex (Close) has
sounding adjectives as I could count.
Nothing prepared me for what I saw, read more into her brief walk on the
however. Somehow I doubt that I will wild side with Dan, the married man,
be able to warn you quite enough.
than he has. Dan, who is played rather
Remember all those things your nicely by Michael Douglas, feels
parents used to say, like, "Any time ashamed and guilty about their twoyou do something bad you'll get night stand and he wants no more
caught" and "Don't watch that, it'll contact with Alex.
give you nightmares"?
Calamity of calamities, Alex is not
Well, take their advice. There are only obsessed with Dan—and violently
more scenes of graphic violence and so—but also pregnant.
Isn't that
horror here than the Church Lady special?
could twitch an eyebrow at. (Yes, I

Dan's wife Beth is played by Anne
Archer. Beth and daughter Ellen,
whom I at first assumed was a little
boy because of her neo-Peter Pan
haircut, are at first blithely unaware of
the torturous games of emotional
blackmail and manipulation Alex is
playing with the man of the house.
Dan really loves his wife and
daughter, and he is horrified when
Alex begins to wrap her sticky web of
insanity around them. He attempts to
break free through his own efforts and
by contacting the police, only to be told
that Alex must be caught "in the act"
of terrorizing his family. It's all uphill
from there, with enough hacking and
screeching to appeal to any member of
the Norman Bates fan club.

Director Adrian Lyne has staged
each high-drama sequence so tautly
that there actually are no dull
moments to be found.
The real
complexity here, if there is any, lies not
in the technical aspects of filmmaking
but in the story and its message. After
wards, I found myself asking if
obsessive love is really love or just a
convenient term used to excuse violent
dementia.
I honestly have to try, at least, to
warn high-strung people to stay away
from this film. However, if you suspect
your boyfriend or husband of
naughtiness, get thee at once to see
Fatal Attraction and drag that lowdown so-and-so with you to watch what
can happen to guys who don't behave.

Policy and procedures on alcohol discussed
by Judith Baer
features writer
Many students are already aware of
UAH's policy on alcoholic beverages
as outlined in the student handbook.
But, although "the possession or
consumption of alcoholic beverages by
a student anywhere on University
property" (with the exception of
residence housing and the Noojin
House) is strictly forbidded, to what
extent is the University liable in
alcohol-related accidents on campus or
as a result of a campus organization's
event, such a a fraternity party?
Well, according to John Cates,
associate university council, UAH,
being a state agency, has "sovereign
immunity from cases such as these,
known as tort sutes." He goes to point
out, however, that the "individual(s)
responsible for the party or event is
likely to be sued" when cases arise
from alcohol abuse.

On the subject of alcohol abuse —
does UAH have a drinking problem?
According to Chief Nayman of the
campus police, even though there are
"quite a few arrests for D.U.I, on
campus," they often involve "people
just passing through campus and not
students,"
On the whole, the number of arrests
for driving under the influence has
catually decreased over the years
because, Nayman feels, of the tougher
penalties" for drunk driving that
Alabama is now imposing.
When asked whether it was legal for
police to crsh a party to check I.D.'s,
Nayman said, "If we get a complaint
about a party and we s uspect that some
people are under age, we can ask to see
some I.D." Nayman also said that is is
"perfectly legal" to watch a party in
order to catch drunk drivers.

When one of Nayman's officers pulls
over a suspected drunk driver, the first
thing they look for is impaired speech
and/or coordination. The dead
giveaway, Nayman feels, is when the

suspect becomes disoriented and loses
his balance after bending over to touch
his toes. The breath test is used after
arrest to determine the extent of
intoxication.

Field trip planned to
a counterculture commume
Dr. Reese Kilgo and the S-NEA
Dr. Kilgo will be focusing on the
(Student Education Association) have commune education program and the
scheduled a field trip this Saturday, idea of a "free school," or a school not
October 17, to visit an alternative bound by a state curriculum.
school in a counterculture commune.
All students, faculty, staff and
"The Farm," located in Summerfriends are welcome. A sign-up sheet is
town, Tennessee, is an agricultural, posted outside the Education
counter-culture commune which began Department office in the west wing of
in the 1960s. Calling themselves Morton Hall. The group is scheduled to
"Technicolor Amish," these people depart from Morton Hall parking lot at
carry the philosophy of a non- 9 a.m. and return by 4 p.m. For any
materialistic, peace-loving, self- further questions, contact Dr. Kilgo at
sufficient, socially conscious society.
895-6108.

p•

Scientific &Technical
Bookfair 20% DISCOUNTS

UAH Bookstore
Hours
Monday
Tues-Fri

9:00am - 6:00pm
9:00am - 5:00pm

October

On the ground floor of the
University Center, U.A. Huntsville

I -30

ON ALL SPRINGER-VERLAG
BOOKS — in stock and
special-ordered
• Optics & Lasers
• Computer Graphics
• Astrophysics
• Robotics
• Artificial Intelligence
• Mathematics
and much more
Springer-Verlag
New York

Berlin

Heidelberg

Tokyo
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All My Children: With Travis at her side, Erica returned to the mansion
and began listening to the music box, unaware that Noelle had been
programmed by Damon to shoot her when she heard the tune. In spite of
Jeremy's efforts to stop Noelle, the gun went off; Erica fell, clutching her
stomach. Damon and Goldie fled with Noelle. Ellen, who had been married to
Mark at the time he was on drugs, fretted that she might have AIDS also and
might have passed it on to her current husband, Ross. Wait To See: Jeremy
faces a frightening possibility involving Noelle.
Another World: Vicky was taken into surgery and slipped into a coma
before telling Michael about seeing John and Donna on the boat. Scott and
Dawn admitted they liked each other. Cass arranged for Nicole's designs to be
retrieved from Barbara, then arranged for Barbara's models to choose the
outdated designs Barbara had done years ago. After being publicly
humiliated, Barbara admitted she stole Nicole's designs. Reginald planted the
picture of John and Donna in Vicky's purse. Wait To See: Lisa makes
another attempt to break through into Vicky's subconscious.
As The World Turns: Seth's earlier guilt feelings over mistaking Sabrina
for Frannie continued to haunt him, but not the way it had before. Dusty felt
threatened as Pam's snooping seemed to be getting too close to where he drawn
a line. Shannon began to worry over the way things were going for her and
Duncan. Wait To See: Shannon's instincts may be too close to the mark.
The Bold & The Beautiful: Caroline continued to wrestle with her
anxieties over Ron Deacon being free on bail. Meanwhile, Caroline felt
comfortable in Storm's presence and responded to his kindness. In spite of her
efforts to resist, Beth found herself thinking more about Eric while he
continued to think more about her. Bill was amazed at discovering how much
Margo really means to him. Jeff Talon, the district attorney, pressed Caroline
to resume living a normal life as soon as possible. WaitTo See: The spectre of
Ron Deacon becomes terrifyingly real for Caroline and the Logans.
Dallas: Bobby made a startling discovery after entering Pam's hospital
room. J.R. prompted Casey Denault into taking underhanded action. Nicholas
Pearce and Sue Ellen came to an understanding about their future plans.
Clayton tried to keep his medical problem a secret. Wait To See: Cliff has a
surprise waiting for him from Dandy Dandridge.
Days Of Our Lives: Adrienne and Justin admitted they were in love and
exchanged gifts. Kimberly and Shane agonized over the amniocentisis. Kayla
was secretly glad about Jack's news that he couldn't make love to her yet. Eve
had Nick lure Kimberly to a deserted building about to be demolished, but
panicked when she learned Nick had locked her in. Eve left a cluefor Shane to
find Kim in time. Jennifer was devastated to hear Bill telling Janice that
Laura was mentally ill. Wait To See: Kayla and Patch face the realization
that they are still attracted to each other.
Falcon Crest: A Frenchwoman and a mercenary soldier from Chase's past
arrived in town, forcing Maggie and Angela to face the unpleasant
consequences of their presence. Meanwhile, Angela managed to work her
wiles on a desperately depressed Chao-Li. Emma believed she was embarking
on a new career as a businesswoman. Melissa vowed to make her peace with
Lance who had moved in with Dina. WaitToSee: Chase faces up to a difficult
choice.
General Hospital: With Anna and Duke's permission, Reverend
McCullough arranged to marry them in a Scottish ceremony. Lila heard from
Herbert Quartermaine who said he was dying and intended to move into their
east wing with an entire retinue. Sean lured Tiffany to a lovely picnic and tried
to persuade her he wanted a long-term relationship. Felicia persuaded Robert
to try to come to terms with his continuing distress over losing both Holly and
Anna. Wait To See: Alan and Edward are in for a surprise from Herbert.
Guiding Light: Fletcher was upset at Maeve's continuing reaction to the
news that he and Meredith were adoptive siblings. Meredith worried about
Rick as he faced a new fact about Johnny's medical condition. Josh and Reva
continued to think of each other. Wait to see: Josh is hit with a new revelation.

by Seli Groves
King Features Syndicate

Knots Landing: Abby and her daughter Olivia became prime murder
suspects as the investivation into the killing of Peter Hollister continued. Mack,
in the meantime, got some distressing news about A1 Baker, the strange errand
man who had been hanging around his office. WaitTo See: Greg decides to
act on his belief that Abby killed Hollister, while Gary clings to his belief that
Olivia is guilty.
.
Loving: Jim and Shana spent a lovely romantic evening while Ava turned
when Clay called to tell her he couldn't see her. Alan forced April into a
wedding ceremony. When she recoiled from his kiss, he told her sh e was just
like his parents and vowed she'd pay for her coldness the way they had. Alan,
who had killed his parents in a fire years earlier, chloroformed April and then
sloshed gasoline around the house and lit a match as Ned and Jim rushed to
find where he had taken her. Gwyn told Rick she might lose her job if people
continued to thnk they were having an affair. Stacey fretted over wh y Jack
wouldn't discuss having another baby. Wait To See: Lily feels she's close to
victory.
One Life To Live: Patrick sent Cindy away because she knew he was
poisoning Elizabeth. Kate unsuccessfully tried to bar Lee and Mari Lyn from
attending Charles' memorial service. Asa decided to try to take control of
Sanders Chemical Company. Before going to prison, Tina gave baby A1 back
to Gabrielle. In prison, Tina found a protector in Sarfftea, but she still faced a
dangerous inmate who threatened her with a bottle of ammonia. Jamie, who
was in the same prison, warned her that he intended to keep an eye on her. Steve
told Gabrielle he loves her. Wait To See: Jamie sees a chance to gain new
advantages from his "bosses."
Ryan's Hope: Rick wrote asking for a divorce but Ryan said she'd fight it.
Lizzie moved in with Ben. Delia set Ben up by sending Nancy Don over to see
him at his construction job. Emily decided to turn Zena over to Jill. Concetta
and Pat continued to feel very happy with each other. Wait To See: Delia may
get more than she bargained for with Nancy in town.
Santa Barbara: After learning Elena was his half-sister, Mason visited
her grave unaware he was being watched by a woman in a heavy veil. In jail,
Cruz found a dead rat on his dinner tray and was warned he had no friends
there. Cain's premonition proved true. Eden was also being threatened by
someone who was probably behind the threat to Cruz, a lilac-scented letter told
C.C. there was "unfinished business" to settle. Jeffrey and Kelly went ahead
with their wedding plans. Wait To See: C.C.'s meeting changes his life.
The Young & The Restless: Rex and Kay continued to draw closer to each
other as they shared storiesof past pain and loneliness. Nikki continued to feel
cheated and angered over Victor's refusal to give their marriage another
chance. Faren continued to react with fear as the flashes in her mind became
more substantive memories of her past. J anet reassured Betsy that her mother
was really dead. Steven wondered if Ashley had really gotten oyer Victor.
Phillip brooded over his feelings of being rejected by Cricket. Wait To See:
Victor decides to open old wounds.
As The Exponent Turns: Cindy fretted over losing Kim and Sheree as
writers but she realized it was all for the best. Judy D. agonized over losing the
invoices that she thought had been thrown away, and she also temporarily lost
her sanity and accused everyone in sight of stealing the invoices. All was
forgiven when the papers were found safe and sound. Christy wondered if she
would ever have to go back to typesetting on the possessed machine, and the
possessed machine claimed another victim: Maya, the new typesettist. Gloria
was upset that her address change had still not been taken care of and that her
paychecks were being sent to a non-existent address. Hajin and Ricky were
sent to take pictures of Gloria's house with the house number showing, but the
business office refused to believe anything until the official paperwork was
completed. Wait To See: The entire staff prepares for the 20-page Oct. 14 issue
while Cindy refuses to reveal the identity of her secret admirer who sent her
flowers and a best-selling book.

Are you looking for a
Physician or Dentist?
Call

HEALTH CONNECTION

533-8859

HEALTH CONNECTION can help you choose a physician or dentist based upon your needs.
Wouldn't you like to have a doctor whose office location is convenient for you or who accepts your
type of insurance? HEALTH CONNECTION can provide you with several qualified physicians or
dentists that will meet your special needs. HEALTH CONNECTION can also answer your
questions about educational seminars currently being offered. A free service of Huntsville
Hospital, HEALTH CONNECTION can "connect" you to the resources you need.

ZZZ7

HEALTH CONNECTION
HUNTSVILLE HOSPITAL

Call Toll-Free

1-800-227-2645
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by Chas. King Cooper
King Features Syndicate

Aries (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) This week would be a good
time for you to concentrate on domestic tasks. When you
complete your tasks, you'll feel much better about your
surroundings. Now is a good time to apply for a loan, if
needed.

Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) Your vivacious personality
will draw others to you this week, so it's a good time to
arrange meetings and interviews. What is needed right
now at work and at home is a personal touch which you
can ably provide.

Capricorn (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19) It's a good week to
accept social invitations. However, a loved one is giving
you mixed signals and you're unsure what to make of it.
Don't press for answers at this time. Just be patient and let
time take care of this one.

Taurus (Apr. 20 to May 20) Communication is favored
this week, so all will be harmonious at work and at home.
Annoying misunderstandings get cleared up. A loved one
is in a receptive mood and romance will flourish.

Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) Be sure this week that
you pay close attention to what others are saying. You will
then have to think about what's true and what's not.
Co-workers' personal motivations are somewhat shady
and suspect. However, you'll rise above it and prosper.

Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18) Career aspects are
highly favorable this week as you forge ahead on the road
to success. However, a certain co-worker with whom
you've been sharing confidences is not all that trustwor
thy. Be on your guard.

Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21) Before taking a
plunge into a joint investment, sit back and analyze
everything. Financial decisions are favored, but will
require some investigation. Your insight and knowledge
won't let you down as you consider your options.

Pisces (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) A friend who's been acting
somewhat strangely will not answer your questions
directly, so don't press. This person will come to you
when the time is right. Business meetings will be
successful and prosperous right now.

Gemini (May 21 to June 20) Your charisma is
positively outstanding this week and others are drawn to
you like a magnet. Take advantage of this and accomplish
much at work. Career gains are favored, leading to
monetary success.
Moon Children (June 21 to July 22) This week is your
week to just get away and relax. Spend time pursuing
leisure activities you epjoy. Creativity is also at a high
point this week, so do your best to take advantage of it.
Leo (July 23 to Aug. 22) Although you are a naturally
gregarious sort, this is a week for you to spend time by
yourself just thinking. Quiet activities are best now, such
as reading. This will enable you to gain many insights into
situations that are puzzling.
Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) Social activities are at an
all-time high this week and you will have an enjoyable
time. However, things are a bit unstable in the romance
department. Don't fret. All will be cleared up by the end of
the week and harmony will reign.

HEAVEN CAN WAIT

BUCKLE UP!

TEXICAN TACO CoT *
A Tex-Mex Cafe & Cantina
serving the UAH student

We serve Fajitas, Soft Tacos,
Guacamole, Nachos, Salads,

534-TACO
(carry out)

2313 Whitesburg Drive

^HARDmCK.CANJJNA—
Thurs. - UAH Night

Show Student ID and receive a Corona Beer for $2.00 & a
bucket of 6 for $10.00.

Fri. - DEM CRACKERS

plays live. NO COVER
CHARGE. Beer Special: Lone Star Longnecks -$1.00 and 6 for
$5.50.

Sat. -

Call for beer special & live entertainment information.

Monday-Wednesday

llam-9pm

Thursday-Saturday

Midnight
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A.C.E. Film Series presents:
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"Sid & Nancy"
October 17
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A.C.E. Cabaret presents:

Dave Wopat
(in concert)

Thursday, October 15, 1987
8:00 p.m.
U.C. Cafetreria
UAH - FREE & $2 for general public
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by Berke Breathed

BLOOM COUNTY

5P0CK #2 HAS CONE
INTO 'VULCAN HORMONAL
IMBALANCE"/M'5
SCREAMING RPR A SLAVS
HAR6YA OF SUPPLE
PASSION PRO/PS.'/

SPOOK# 1.'/
YOURO
FEN/REV/

RUN/

TLL JUST ser
THE A' PHASER
ON 'EMASCULATE'.

H6'5
L3BR\S6RK!

Whitney Houston

Top Albums
1. Michael Jackson "Bad," (Epic) Last Week: No. I
2 Oef Leppard Hysteria," (Mercury/Polygram) No. 3
3. Whitney Houston "Whitney." (Arista) No. 2
4. John Cougar Mellencamp "The Lonesome Jubilee,"
(Mercury Polygram) No. 7
5. The Fat Boys "Crushin ." (Tin Pah Apple) No. 4

WJCD,;.
.URM

CHARTBUSTER

MY 600V 01'
FRMY,
FLOWERED

6. Dirty Dancing Soundtrack (RCA) New Entry
7 La Bamba Soundtrack (Warner Bros.) No. 6
8. L.L. Cool J "Bigger and Deffer," (Def JanvColumbia)

OTTOMAN-

No. 8
9 Heart "Bad Animals." (Capitol) No. 9
10. Europe "The Final Countdown." (Epic) New Entry

wme /s rr7/

Top Singles
Bananarama "I Heard A Rumor." (Polygram) Last
Week: No ti
2 Lisa Lisa & Cuit Jam "Lost In Emotion." (Columbia)
No. 2
3. Michael Jackson "Bad." (Epic) No. 3
4. Pet Shop Boys "it's A Sin." (EMI-America) No. 4
5. Madonna "Causing A Commotion." (Warner Bros.)

THINGS AREN'T THE
SAME...1 MNT MY 0M
FLOWEREP OTTOMAN
BACK..

I PONT APART WELL1 NEAP CONVNUITY
IN MY UFE-

\

No. 7
ti. Heart "Who Will You Run To." (Capitol) No. 5
7. Prince
Got The Look." (Warner Bros.) No 13
8. ABC "When Smokey Sings." (Warner Bros.) No. 13
9. Billy Idol "Mony. Mony." (Chrysalis) No. 11
10 The Cars "You Are The Girl." (Elektra) No. 9
11 Whitney Houston "Didn't We Almost Have It All."
(Arista) No. 8
12 Michael Jackson, Siedah Garrett I Just Can't
Stop Loving You." (Epic) No. 1
13 Expose "Let Me Be The One." (Arista) No. 19
14. Europe "Carrie." (Epic) No. 14
15 Whitesnake "Here 1 Go Again." (Geffen) No. 16
16 Levert "Casanova," (Atlantic) No. 20
17 Tiffany "I Think We're Alone Now," (MCA) New
Entry
18 Richard Marx "Should've Known Better." (EM1Manhattan) New Entry
19. John Cougar Mellencamp "Paper in Fire,"
Mercury Polygram) No. 17
20 Noel "Silent Morning," (4th & B'way) No. 12

WINGS AREN'T
EXACTLY AS THEY MERE
BEFORE' ANY MORE
UNEKPECTEP CHANGES

ANPI MAY

JUST

GCTNAVSEOUS/'

Top R&B Sou!

te_

1. Stephanie Mills "(You're Putttn') A Rush On Me."
MCA) Last Week: No. 4
2 Colonel Abrams "How Soon We Forget." (MCA) No.

I

THE AMERICAN BASSELOPE
A STRANGE ANP MYSTERIOUS
BEAST MTH AN UNCANNY
POLITICAL SIM SENSE FOR
THINGS WAT YOU ANP 1
CAN ONLY GUESS AT/

3. Michael Jackson "Bad," (Epic) No. 2
4 Madame X "Just That Type Of Girl," (Atlantic) No. 5
5 Marlon Jackson "Don't Go," (Capitol) No. 7
6. Deniece Williams "I Confess," (Columbia) New
Entry
7 Tawatha "Did I Dream You," (Epic) No. 6
8. Surface "Lately." (Columbia) No. 8
9 Sherriek "Just Call." (Warner Bros.) No. 10
10. L.L. Cool J "I Need Love." (Def JanvColumbia) No.

Top C&W Singles
1 Randy Travis "I Won't Need You Anymore (Always
and Forever)." (Warner Bros.) Last Week: No. 1
2. Steve Wariner "Lynda." (MCA) No. 3
3. The Judds "Maybe Your Baby's Got The Blues."
(RCA,) No. 6
4 The O'Kanes "Daddies Need To Grow Up. Too."
(Columbia) No. S
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WANK YOU.
I LQJE
YOU ALL.

FUNNY'
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HEY.
NATCH
THIS...
I
I

WATT..
NO...
I CANT
TAKE IR

AN AIRLINE
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CHARTBUSTER
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5. Linda Ronstadt. Dolly Parton, Emmylou Harris
"Those Memories Of You." (Warner Bros.) New Entry

f/joop/HAl
wAA\

p'RVh

6. Juice Newton "First Time Caller." (RCA) No. 4
7. Dan Seals "Three Time Loser." (EMI-America) No. 1
8. Eddy Raven "Shine. Shine. Shine," (RCA) New Entry
9 Alabama "Tar Top." (RCA) No. 9
10. Dwight Yoakam "Little Ways." (Warner Bros.) No.
10

\

New Album Releases
"All Systems Go" by Donna Summer (Geffen)
"Give
It What L' Got" by Hiram Bullock (Atlantic)
Trapped
In The Body Of A White Girl" by Julie Brown (Sire) ...
"Walk On Fire" by Silent Running (Atlantic)

' WEARF

If

*

New Music Videos
ME/OH NEU.. LESSEEIT LOOKS UKE... A
BIG FACE. VJTTH A
POUBLE CHIN. ANP
BIG TEETH.

SAY, &NKTEV...
WHAT'S THAT
CLOJP LOOK
LIKE TO YOJ ?

"Silent Morning" by Noel (4th & B'way) ... "Victim Of
Love" by Bryan Adams (A&M) .. "Where The Streets
Have No Name" by U2 (Island)

WHAT'S IT
LOOK UKE
TO YOU7

RAIN.

'LSvvtw

VM'

a

,,v/

•v.V
'

< iif
Donna Summer
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CHARGER FEVER..
< CATCH IT!!!!
SKETBALLCREWHOOKEYSOUCERVOLLEYBALLTENNTSBASKETBALL

Charger soccer team defeats three in a row
by Cindy Rodriguez
editor
Thus far, the UAH Charter Soccer
Team has racked up a winning
season, defeating Rhodes College
October 7(3-1), Tennessee Tech October
9(11-0), and the University of Alabama
in Birmingham October 11(1-0). This
will give the Chargers a 5 wins, 3 losses
record.
The Chargers began their winning
streak with a match against Rhodes
College. It was a close game, but UAH
took charge early in the game with a
goal scored by Ed Kelly. The only goal
Rhodes made was scored 23 minutes
into the first half by Robert Wallace.
UAH locked up the game in the second
half by scoring two more goals. Mikko
Jetsu managed to slip through Rhodes'
defensive line twice, scoring UAH's
second goal assisted by Ahmad Wehbe
and the third goal unassisted. The
final board score was 3-1.
Although we are still recovering
from injuries, we played quite well. The
whole bench, which consists of
freshmen from Huntsville, was
playing in this game. They performed
very well considering the amount of
experience they have had on the
college level,"commented UAH Soccer
Coach Dr. Ostap Stromecky on the
match against Rhodes.
The win the Chargers received over
Tennessee Tech was quiteeasy. In fact,
Tennessee Tech lossed disgracefully
11-0. Everyone on the UAH team was

given a chance play on the field and
almost every player had a shot on goal.
Said Stromecky of the Tennessee
Tech game: "Tennessee Tech,
weakened by graduation, was not
much of a contest. Although we
restrained to score more goals after our
sixth goal, it is difficult to tell the
players not to score.
"Our season has been very tough,
but the worst is yet to come," continued
Stromecky as he recalled future games
against Berry College, A&M
University, and Memphis State
University.
The day was cold and dreary as the
Chargers went against UAB. For the
first several minutes the game was
played near and around the UAH goal,
but goalie Steven little did not let a
single goal get by him. The end of the
match found Little with a total of 21
saves. The entire game was a series of
fingernail biting and chain smoking as
each team attempted to score. Finally
UAH's Bill Brotherton scored one IE
minutes into the first half. Brotherton,
who ran across the field unchallenged,
faced the goalie one-on-one as he shot
to score.
UAH was able to keep UAB from
scoring in the second half, and were
rewarded with a 1-0 victory as the clock
signaled the end of the match.
The Chargers will be playing Berry
College today on the Charger Field at 4
p.m. Later in the week, they will play
cross-town rivals A&M University on
October 18.

The Charger Soccer Team shows its stuff against Rhodes College. The
Chargers took the bull by the horns and won three in a row this past
week. Way to go Chargers!
(photos by Cindy Rodriguez)

Sports Quiz
by Dean McAlister

1. What was strikeout-pitching king, Sam McDowell's, nickname?
2. Of the five different franchises Billy Martin has managed during his
career, name the only ope in which Billy did not win a divisional crown.
3. Who holds the AFC record for most-rushing attempts during a regular
season?
4. Who holds the AFC record for most-rushing touchdowns during a
regular season?
5. Who holds the NFC record for most-rushing attempts during a regular
season?

Volleyball loses home opener

Last Wednesday, the Charger
volleyball team lost its home
opener against Georgia Tech
4-15, 2-15, and 10-15. A large
crowd turned out to support the
Charger team and saw their
team almost stage a comeback.
The strong serving of Caroline
Prince, co-captain, and Sybil
Petersen helped the Chargers
come back in the third game, but
it was not enough to overcome
the Georgia Tech team.
Leila Nabors, Charger coach,
commented, "I think we were
intimidated by Georgia Tech."
She added that one factor in the
loss was "constantly having to
play defense and only
occasionally able to play
defense."
The UAH volleyball program
is in only its second year. Nabors
sees the next three years as
building years for the team.
"I think it's going to take at
least five years to develop the
type of progress that the UAH
community expects," she said.
UAH is preparing for the
UNA Volleyball Tournament
Oct. 15-16.
(photo by Kelly Baldwin)
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Hard workouts, fighting just part of Karate Club
by James Smith
intern reporter
The UAH Karate Club meets every
Monday and Wednesday at 7 p.m. in
Spragins Hall to practice martial arts
and to keep fit.
The martial arts arejustthat: an art,
or the art of interpreting an opponent,
anticipating his moves, and
counteracting accordingly.
The martial arts are not as simple as
brawling out of fear or anger. Rather,
the martial artist strikes with
precision, accuracy, and, above all,
purpose. It takes training and hours of
practice to perfect this art.
Watching the club spar and work out
is like something out of the movies. But
it is not a movie. It is real. And they go
at it no less realistically.
As they practice, they endure pain
and dish it out, too, even though pads
are worn for safety. This may sound
rough, but it is the way good training
should be
realistic.
Despite their apparent aggression,
the club members work as a team by
pointing out errors and adjusting each
other's technique. They work out hard
while exercising control at the same
time.
Berry Grizzard, faculty advisor for
the club, started the club after coming
to UAH in 1980. Grizzard is a karate
instructor at UAH. He is a black belt
and has been involved with karate for
20 years.
"I grew up in a tough neighborhood,"
Grizzard explained, "and you had to be
able to defend yourself or you would be
taken advantage of."
He started his karate training while
he was young, but eventually he let it
go by the wayside in lieu. of other
things. Later, as an adult, he decided
to get back into karate and has kept it
upNestled in the Karate Club is the
Karate Team. Competition is open to
all members, but not all members
compete. For awhile now, the team has
been defending UAH's honor at state
and national tournaments, coming
home with top ranking honors almost
every time. Competitors are scored
individually, but the team with the

Karate Club members pause during a practice session to pose for a group picture.
(photo by Kelly Baldwin)
most points wins.
Competition is divided into three
parts:
weapons form, kata, and
fighting.
Weapons consists of demonstrating
a weapons form and technique for a
panel of judges. There is no fighting or
contact involved with the weapons,
and only the individual form and
technique is judged.
Kata is a two-minute demonstration
of a pre-programmed set of movements
simulating defense against multiple
opponents.
The contestant goes
through his form while the judge
observes and awards points
accordingly. Kata is very similar to the
floor routine that a gymnast goes
through, and each routine is different
for each contestant.
Finally, the contestants fight. Rules
regarding what is legal and what is not

vary from state regarding what is
legal and what is not legal; some states
are more liberal than others.
The fighting is serious, with
moderate to full contact. Pain is a
consequence of the fighting.
Maurice
Vargas, club president, has had his
nose broken more than once in
competition.
Judges award points according to
technique and where contact is made.
A lead of three points is needed for the
win. After the first round, the winners
advance to the next round until all but
two fighters are eliminated.
It is important to remember that
these last two contestants have been
fighting throughout the day, and that
each one is facing the toughest
opponent in the competition.
One reason it is necessary to keep
going to tournaments is to keep up

individual ranking.
However,
tournaments are expensive
gas,
food, lodging, and a minimum $25
entry fee per contestant.
Vargas is trying to get a sponsor for
the club so that it can attend more
tournaments. Currently, members are
saving their pennies and are planning
fund-raisers, including a self-defense
seminar for later this year.
Membership to the Karate Club is
open to anyone interested in karate,
regardless of the person's knowledge
(or even lack of knowledge) of the sport.
Anyone interested in the Karate
Club should contact Berry Grizzard or
Maurice Vargas at Spragins Hall (8956586), or come to the meetings, the first
Wednesday of every month at 7 p.m. on
the second floor of Spragins Hall.
Members also practice every Monday
and Wednesday at 7 p.m.

1987 Intramural Football Standings
Week #1
October 11, 1987
Men's League

Women's League

-Dolphins (14), Champs (8)
-Barbarians (20). Old Swillers (0)
-Kettle (22), Sigma Chi Gamma(O)
-ATO (24), Aeta Moon Pies (0)
-GDI (20), Soldiers of Satan (8)
-Kappa Alpha Psi (8), Bombers (6)
-Delta Chi Dawgs (30), BSU (0)
-Kettle (14), Pikes (8)

MEN'S DIVISION

-BSU/BSA (26), Delta Zeta (0)
-Kappa Delta over Chi Omega (forfeit)

CONFERENCE

OVERALL

BARBARIANS
BOMBERS
BSU
CHAMPS
GDI
KETTLE
DOLPHINS
AETA MOON PIES
OLD SWILLERS
SOLDIERS OF SATAN

ncxm

ATO
DELTA CHI DAWGS
KAPPA ALPHA PSI
PIKES
SIGMA CHI GAMMA

WOMEN'S DIVISION
BSU/BSA
KAPPA DELTA
CHI OMEGA
DELTA ZETA

Sports Quiz answers
Answers: 1. "Sudden Sam;" 2. Texas Rangers; 3. Marcus Allen had 305
in 1985 with the Raiders; 4. Earl Campbell of Houston and Chuck Muncie of
San Diego each had 19: 5. James Wilder of Tampa Bay had 407 in 1984;
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Ross leads football forecasters into fourth week
by Kelly Baldwin
sports editor

The Kentucky Wildcats posted another
win, thisone over Ole Miss, their record
Once again, Coach Doug Ross held rose to an amazing 4-1. Pittsburgh's
the weekly lead and has moved up into Panthers made Irish stew out of Notre
first place with his overall score of 35-8- Dame, 30-22. Michigan Wolverines a
2, an .810 average so far.
Big-10 loss in a 17-11 upset.
Everyone laughed at the IndianaOur guest student, guest athlete, and
Ohio State game. No one would have Exponent staff picks did as well as
dreamed that the Buckeyes would fall can be expected with five
upsets:
to Indiana, a Big-10 rival. If they lose to Memphis St. over Alabama, Michigan
Michigan in November, they won't see State over Michigan, Washington over
the Rose Parade in person this New Arizona State, Pitt over Notre Dame,
Year's.
and the big upset, Indiana over Ohio
Heavily favored Alabama fell apart State. Five major upsets in one week is
under Memphis State's defense, 13-10. unreal, but as I am quickly coming to

realize, college football (and all
football) is unreal.
I have no excuse for my 10-5 showing
this week except that I went with the
odds. No more playing it safe for me.
I'm sure the other picks will agree with

me. It's a total war on football!
Good luck with this week's games.
And, oh yeah, FSU beat Southern
Missisippi 61-10. I feel much better
now. No vacation for me-yet.

AMERICAN
LUNG
ASSOCIATION

TAKE CARE OF
TOUR LUNGS.
THEY'RE ONLY HUMAN

The Onsimas Seai People ®

guest athleter=Exponent staffnrguest student:

College football
games on
October 17

Cindy Rodriguez
editor

Tennessee at Alabama
Auburn at Ga. Tech
Kentucky at LSU
Georgia at Vanderbilt
Temple at Florida
Nebraska
at Oklahoma St.
Texas at Arkansas
Southern California
at Washington
Notre Dame
at Air Force
Iowa at Michigan
Louisville at FSU
Kansas St. at Okla.
Miss. St. at So. Miss.
Syracuse at Penn St.
Texas A&M at Baylor

Kelly Baldwin
sports editor

Dr. Joe Manjone
HPE

Doug Ross
hockey coach

Eric Ward
UAH athletics
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Chris Wood
basketball

LSU

Morgan Andriulli
features editor

Greg Smith
Business major
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last week's results
overall results

by Rick Sullivan

N.F.L. Week 6
SUNDAY — OCT. 18, 1987
* Los Angeles Rams at Atlanta Falcons — last year,
the Falcons beat the Rams 26-14 at home, but lost to the
Rams 14-7 in Anaheim. Lifetime, the Rams lead the series
29-9-2. Rating Index: Los Angeles 100.0, Atlanta 96.5.
Spread: Atlanta by 1. Projection: Falcons 17, Rams 16.
* Tampa Bay Buccaneers at Minnesota Vikings —
Last year, the Vikings ripped the Bucs twice by counts of
23-10 and 45-13. Lifetime, the Vikings lead the series
13-5-0 and have won five in a row vs. Tampa. Rating
Index: Tampa Bay 99.0, Minnesota 109.0. Spread:
Minnesota by 10. Projection: Vikings 24, Bucs 14.
* St. Louis Cardinals at San Francisco 49ers —
These two teams last met in 1983 with the 49ers winning
big, 42-27. Lifetime, the Cardinals lead the series 7-6-0, but
haven't beaten the 49ers since 1979. Rating Index: St.
Louis 97.0, San Francisco 102.5. Projection: 49ers 27,
Cardinals 21.
* Seattle Seahawks at Detroit Lions — Seahawks
lead the series 2-1-0. These two teams last met in 1984
with Seattle winning 38-17. The Lions last beat Seattle
back in 1976. Rating Index: Seattle 104.5, Detroit 90.0.
Spread: Seattle by lO'/i. Projection: Seahawks 31, Lions
* New Orleans Saints at Chicago Bears — Bears
lead the series 7-4-0. These two teams last met in 1984
with the Bears prevailing 20-7. Rating Index: New
Orleans 97.5, Chicago 117.0. Spread: Chicago by 19'/2.
Projection: Bears 27, Saints 7.

* Philadelphia Eagles at Green Bay Packers —
Packers lead the series 17-5-0. These two teams last met
in 1979 with Eagles winning 21-10. Packers haven't beaten
Philly since 1976. Rating Index: Philadelphia 99.0, Green
Bay 95.0. Spread: Green Bay by 1 Projection: Packers
14, Eagles 13.

* San Diego Chargers at Los Angeles Raiders —
Last year, the Raiders beat the Chargers twice by counts
of 17-13 and 37-31. Lifetime, the Raiders lead the series
35-18-2, and have won the last nine of 10 from San Diego.
Rating Index: San Diego 96.0, Los Angeles 111.0. Spread:
Los Angeles by 19. Projection: Raiders 26, Chargers 7.

* New York Giants at Buffalo Bills — Giants lead
the series 2-1-0. These two teams last met in 1978 with the
Bills rolling to a 41-17 route. Giants last defeated Buffalo
in 1975. Rating Index: New York 110.5, Buffalo 99.5.
Spread: New York by 7. Projection: Giants 38, Bills 31.

* New England Patriots at Houston Oilers —
Patriots lead the series 14-13-1. These two teams last met
in 1982 with the Pats winning 29-21. Rating Index: New
England 105.5, Houston 95.5. Spread: New England by 6.
Projection: Patriots 26, Oilers 20.

* Cleveland Browns at Cincinnati Bengals — Last
year, the Bengals ripped Cleveland 30-13 in Cleveland, but
were paid back by the Browns, 34-3, in Cincinnati. Bengals
lead the series 17-16-0 and have won five of the last six
encounters. Rating Index: Cleveland 102.5, Cincinnati
100.0. Spread: Cincinnati by l'/a. Projection: Bengals 32,
Browns 30.
• Indianapolis Colts at Pittsburgh Steelers —
Steelers lead the series 9-4-0 and have won five of the last
six encounters against Indy. These two teams last met in
1985 with Pitt rolling 45-3. Rating Index: Indianapolis
99.5, Pittsburgh 96.0. Spread: Pittsburgh by 1. Projec
tion: Steelers 24, Colts 23.

MONDAY —OCT. 19, 1987
* Washington Redskins at Dallas Cowboys — Last
year, Dallas whipped the Redskins 30-6 in Dallas, but
Washington came back and insulted the Cowboys 41-14 in
RFK Stadium. Lifetime, the Cowboys lead the series
31-21-2 and have won three of the last four meetings with
their arch-rivals. Rating Index: Washington 109.0, Dallas
102.0. Spread: Washington by 3. Projection: Redskins 20,
Cowboys 17.
.

* Denver Broncos at Kansas City Chiefs — Last
year, the Broncos routed the Chiefs in Denver 38-17, but
were paid back by the Chiefs, 37-10, in Kansas City. Chiefs
lead the lifetime series 34-19-0. Rating Index: Denver
107.5, Kansas City 100.0. Spread: Denver by 3'/2.
Projection: Broncos 31, Chiefs 27.
* Miami Dolphins at New York Jets — Last year,
the Jets beat the Dolphins 51-45 in a wild one at home.
However, the Dolphins humiliated the Jets, 45-3, in Miami.
Lifetime, the Dolphins lead the series 23-19-1 and have
won nine of their last 11 meetings against arch-rival, New
York. Rating Index: Miami 103.5, New York 109.0.
Spread: New York by 5'A. Projection: Jets 37, Dolphins
31.
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A dirty campground is no picnic...
Clean up before you leave.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.
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Intramural department
sponsoring racquetball
tournament Oct. 23, 24
tiebreaker. All winners must referee
the following match as directed by the
tournament director.
Starting times will be available by
The UAH Intramural department
will sponsor a racquetball tournament calling the Spragins Hall manager's
on Friday and Saturday, October 23 office on Thursday, October 22, after
and 24, at the Spragins Hall 1 p.m. (895-6589).
There will be a beginners,
racquetball courts. Registration is
open to all UAH students, faculty and intermediate, and advanced division
staff. Registration deadline is in both the men's and women's singles
Wednesday, October 21, at 5 p.m. brackets, with awards presented to
and second place
Registration will be limited to the first both the first
finishers in each division (provided
60 entrants.
All AARA rules will be in effect. Two there are more than two entrants per
15 point games, with an 11 point division).

Exponent/University Bookstore
College Football '87

CONTEST!

by Dan Harrison
for The Exponent

GRAND PRIZE
One Briefcase
One UAH Satin Jacket
and a plush stuffed animal

WEEKLY PRIZES
A Different Surprize each week!
Our grand prize winner will be selected at the end of the season by random draw from among the
weekly contest winners.

crossword puzzles,
word find on page 6

CONTEST FOUR
Alabama

atianca I W l E l L l S l
Afv i s ol
saiaama ESSE
aaama BB

•PiRj
ARE
L E N1
APD
R AS
M1T

Auburn

•

asanas

u M p K

I $.0 T N O W>

ANSWER: HOT SO' V

ALCOHOL AWARENESS*
October 28th, 1987
NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGE

CONTEST

n Georgia Tech

Georgia

Vanderbilt

LSU

Kentucky

Maryland

Wake Forest

Kansas

Colorado

Arizona State

Washington St.

Washington

Southern Cal.

Ohio State

Purdue

Nebraska

NAB

Tennessee

Penn State

•

Oklahoma St.
Syracuse

Baylor
Boston College

WIN $50.00

Houston

- submit your favorite non-alcoholic beverage recipe
and you may win $50.00.

Indiana

Tie

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

TIE BREAKER:

- Turn in your recipe to student development services
by October 21, 1987.
- Entries will be judged on taste, presentation, and
originality.

Predict the total points in the LSU-Kentucky game

NAME
ADDRESS

CITY

STATE

- Open to UAH students & student organizations
- A selection of these NABS will be served at the NAB
BAR in the U.C. on October 28.
- The winner will be announced at 2:30 pm at the
conclusion of the Alcohol Awareness Day on
October 28th, UC Exhibit Hall A.
- YOU MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN
sponsored

by

Student Development Services
113 U.C.
895-6^

Help Wanted
Part-time, Warehouse odd job work available. No experience necessary.
Call 533-1111 - Weekdays 9-5; Saturday 10-4.

•
.j
It's easy to enter. Test your football wizardry.

RULES
1) Select one winning team or a tie for each game listed. Two marks or no mark
will be judged a missed game.
2) Estimate the combined points scored by both teams in this tie-breaker game.
3) Weekly Winner will be determined by the most correct games selected. In.
case of a tie the tie-breaker will be used to determine which contestant is closer
to the combined score of the two teams.
4)Decision of the judges is final.
5)Entries must be received at the UAH University Bookstore, ground floor of
the University Center, by 5:00 p.m. Friday preceding the game day.
6)Only three entries per contestant per week are permitted.
7)Employees of the University Bookstore and the University Center as well as
Exponent staff are ineligible.
8)Each weekly winner will be awarded a specialy weekly prize by the
bookstore, have their name announced as the weekly winner in the Exponent
and be eligible for the grand prize drawing.
9)Only weekly winners will be eligible for the Grand Prize drawing at the end
of the season.

And the winner is:
Mark Jones was the winner of last week's football contest.
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Student Government
Elections
Will be held November 17 6 18

J

•••••••••••••••••••

Applications/Nominations a r e being accepted starting
Wednesday, October 14for the following positions:

SGA LEGISLATOR
(Eight twelve-month positions)

STUDENT AFFAIRS ADVISORY BOARD
REPRESENTATIVE from the School of
Primary Medical Core
(one position)

STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE for the
ASSOCIATION for CAMPUS
ENTERTAINMENT (A.C.E.)
(three positions)

Applicotions moy be picked up at the University Center Information Desk
Applications MUST be turned into UC 100 by Wednesday,

Get Involved!!!

|
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